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Sirs:

In accordance with a requirement of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, it is my
honor to submit this Merit Systems Protection Board report titled "Entering Professional
Positions in the Federal Government."

This report identifies the six methods through which most individuals currently
obtain Federal employment in professional and administrative jobs, which represent
nearly half of the Federal civil service workforce. More importantly, it discusses how
each method affects the quality and representativeness of the Federal workforce.

Especially relevant in this time of "reinventing" government, this report highlights
the significant but little-noted evolution that has already occurred in Federal hiring
practices in just the last 10 years. It also supports the view that the time is ripe for some
fundamental changes in the Federal Government's approach to recruiting and selecting
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Executive Summary

As part of a larger effort to "reinvent" itself, the Federal Government is undergoing
an almost revolutionary change in the way it manages its workforce. This includes
some fundamental changes in how the Government recruits and selects individuals
for professional and administrative jobs. A key goal of these latter changes is to
rep lace a highly centralized approach with a hithly decentralized one in which indi-
vidual Federal departments and agencies exercise considerable control and discretion
in the recruitment and selection process. Frequently overlooked, however, is the fact
that similar efforts to decentralize Federal personnel administration were made
almost 50 years ago. Moreover, the Federal Government has actually been moving
incrementally in this direction for at least the last 10 to 15 years.
To ensure that efforts to improve the process are as successful as possible, it is impor-
tant to understand how the Government currently selects individuals for Federal
employment-both in theory and in actual practice. Also, by understanding how
and why this staffing process has changed over the last 10 years, those responsible for
current change efforts can build upon previous success and better avoid earlier pit-
falls.

To assist in this regard, the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) reviewed
the methods the Federal Government used to fill more than 40,000 professional and
administrative jobs in 1984. This was then compared to and contrasted with the
methods used to fill over 26,000 similar jobs in 1992. This report contains the results
of that review. It discusses the degree to which different apoaches affect the abilityof Federal managers to attract and hire highly qualified individuals representative of
all segments of society. It concludes with some recommendations for further change
and some caveats regarding the process of change.

In September 1993 the Vice President's Na- Give all departments and agencies authority
tional Performance Review released its report to conduct their own recruiting and examin-
titled "From Red Tape to Results: Creating a ingfor all positions, and abolish all central
Government that Works Better & Costs Less." registers and standard application forms.
Among the issues it discusses is the way the
Federal Government attracts and hires its The general thrust of this recommendation
employees. Adding its voice to a sizable has roots that go back to the beginning of the
chorus calling for fundamental changes in the competitive civil service system. The Civil
staffing process, a major action called for in Service Act of 1883 delegated to individual
the report is to: Federal agencies the authority to recruit and
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Executive Summary

examine applicants through agency-run candidates, which-under ideal condi-
"boards of examiners." Dissatisfaction with tions-allows an agency to make a job
some of the early boards resulte I in a signifi- offer to any candidate they find who
cant centralization of examining starting in meets the qualification requirements for
1924 and continuing until World War II, when the position to be filled. In practice,
the need to quickly expand the Federal however, agencies often must rate and
workforce almost fivefold dictated a return to rank these candidates, give deference to
a more decentralized "boards of examiners" veterans preference, and hire from
approach. In 1949, the first Hoover Commis- among the top three candidates available.
sion recommended giving primary responsi- 4. Outstanding scholars: An authority that
bility for recruiting and examining Federal allows employing agencies to hire-
employees to the agencies. And so it has without further examination-college
gone. Attempts at decentralization have been graduates whose grade point averages at
followed by greater centralization which in the bachelor's degree level are at least 3.5
turn have led to renewed calls for decentrali- (on a 4.0 scale) or who are ranked in the
zation. top 10 percent of their graduating classes.

Where are we now in this swing between 5. Co-operative education: On behalf of
centralization and decentralization and how one or more of their students, a college or
do we reach equilibrium? To provide some university may enter into a formal work-
answers, the Merit Systems Protection Board study agreement with a Federal agency
(MSPB) examined the six primary methods or and, upon graduation and successful
authorities used to select new entrants for completion of the work-study program,
professional and administrative positions in the student may be appointed to a per-
calendar years 1984 and 1992. Those six manent position by that agency without
methods are: competition.

1. OPM certificates: Selection by a depart- 6. Internal placement: For purposes of this
ment or agency from a list of candidates study, this is the movement of a Federal
rated and placed in rank order by Office employee from a non-professional or
of Personnel Management (OPM) staff. non-administrative job-typically an

2. Agency certificates: Under a delegation employee in a lower-level clerical, techni-
by OPM of examining authority, selec- cal, or support position-into a profes-
tions are made from a list of candidates sional or administrative job through
rated and placed in rank order by staff of competitive merit promotion selection.
the employing department or agency This study also examined selection through a
using procedures prescribed by OPM. seventh method-the Schedule B-PAC Au-

3. Direct hires: An authority granted by the thority which was available in 1984 but was
Office of Personnel Management, usually abolished in 1990. This authority provided
because of evidence of a shortage of almost complete discretion to individual
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Executive Summary

Federal departments and agencies to deter- down from almost one out of three (32
mine how they would recruit and select new percent) jobs filled that way in 1984.
employees. Since experience under this now The way in which OPM certificates are
expired authority may be the closest the produced has also changed over time.
Federal Government has had to a completely Rather than being prepared primarily
decentralized hiring system, it was included in from standing lists of candidates who
this review. responded to generic announcements, in

A major focus in this review was on the effect 1992 most OPM certificates were pre-
each of the selection methods or authorities pared after applicants applied in re-
had on: (1) the representation of women and sponse to notices of specific job vacancies.
minority group members in the Federal In both 1984 and 1992, when compared to
professional and administrative workforce; the other selection methods studied,
and (2) the quality of that workforce. Clearly, OPM certificates yielded the lowest
a highly qualified and representative percentage of minorities hired (15 percent
workforce is a necessity if the Federal Govern- and 16 percent respectively). Moreover,
ment is to effectively and efficiently carry out individuals selected from OPM certifi-
its many responsibilities on behalf of the cates in 1984 tended, as a group, to be
American public. "average" in quality when reviewed in

1992 (based on such indicators as number
Key Findings of promotions since entry, number who

"U When we examine how professional and moved into supervisory or managerial

administrative jobs were filled in 1992 jobs, number and dollar amount of

compared to 1984, we see that significant performance awards received, and the

changes jhave occured. average of all performance ratings over a
six year period. Women comprised 38

Use of certificates prepared by OPM and percent of the selections from OPM
by agencies under delegated examining certificates in 1992, up from 31 percent in
authority declined. Conversely, use of 1984.
direct hire, internal staffing (merit promo- N In 1992, agency certificates accounted for
tion), the Co-operative Education Pro- 17 percent of new selections into profes-
gram, and the outstanding scholar provi- sional and administrative jobs, down
sion increased. The Schedule B-PAC slightly from 20 percent in 1984. Agen-
authority did not exist in 1992 but was cies reported that use of agency certifi-
used to fill 12 percent of the jobs in 1984. cates helped them fill their positions

"* In 1992, the use of OPM certificates more quickly and helped them better
accounted for less than one out of every coordinate their recruiting and examin-
five (19 percent) new placements into ing activity-but at an increased cost in
professional or administrative jobs- staff and other administrative resources.
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Overall, when reviewed in 1992, the U Use of the outstanding scholar provision
quality of employees selected from as a selection source increased substan-
agency certificates in 1984 for entry-level tially to 9 percent of all selections cov-
(GS-5 and 7) professional and administra- ered by this study in 1992, up from just
tive jobs was below average. The quality 1 percent in 1984.
improved for selections at grades GS-9 In both study years more than half of all
and above. outstanding scholar selectees were

When agency certificates were used to women (57 percent in 1991, down slightly
select employees, minorities accounted from 61 percent in 1984). Intake of
for 19 percent of the selectees in 1992 up minorities through this method was 17
slightly from 17 percent in 1984. Agency percent in 1992 (about the same as for
certificates, therefore, were slightly better OPM certificates) down from 23 percent
than OPM certificates in bringing minori- in 1984. This latter point is ironic since
ties into the Federal workforce. The this provision was created to provide an
percentage of women selected from this alternative hiring means to help address
source in 1992 jumped to 39 percent an imbalance in the hiring of African-
compared to 23 percent in 1984. Americans and Hispanics.

U The use of direct hire procedures to In aggregate, outstanding scholars se-
select employees for professional and lected in 1984 at both GS grades it covers
administrative jobs increased to 29 (5 and 7) rated above average when
percent in 1992 from 22 percent in 1984. measured by our quality indicators in
Despite the increased usage, however, 1992. This finding is inconsistent with
agencies reported that increased empha- other studies which indicate that Grade
sis on the application of strict procedural Point Average is not a particularly good
requirements has made this process less predictor of future job performance. The
attractive than it otherwise would be. inconsistency may result from the rela-

Based on our quality indicators, in aggre- tively small number of individuals se-

gate, 1984 direct hire entrants selected at lected through this process in 1984.

GS grades 5 and 7 rated somewhat above U The Co-operative Education Program
average in 1992; those selected at GS accounted for 4 percent of the selections
grades 9 and 12 rated about average; and for this study in 1992, compared to 1
those selected at GS grades 11 and 13-15 percent in 1984.
rated below average. Agencies particularly like the facts that

Nearly one-fourth (23 percent) of all (1) the participating schools absorb most
direct hire selections in 1992 were minori- of the program's recruiting effort, and (2)
ties, compared to 19 percent in 1984. agencies gain name recognition on par-
Representation of women also increased, ticipating campuses. Agencies also
rising to 38 percent in 1992 from 25 identified two OPM requirements con-
percent in 1984. cerning this program that they believed

Entering Professional Positions in the Federal Government
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should be changed to make tb"- program promotion rates are similar to promotion
fairer and more useful. rates for other sources.

Based on our quality indicators, 1984 co- Fully one third (33 percent) of all 1992
op selectees at CS grades 5 and 7 tended merit promotion selections were of
to be about ax erage in 1992. Because of minorities, up from 21 percent in 1984.
their small numbers, we weren't able to And 67 percent of all merit promotion
assess the quality of co-op selectees above selections in 1992 were of women, down
GS grade 7. slightly from 71 percent in 1984.

About one-fourth (26 percent) of 1992 co- U The Schedule B-PAC authority
op selectees were minorities, down from accounted for 12 percent of all hiring
31 percent in 1984. And in both study covered by this study in 1984, but was
years, 47 percent of the selectees were abolished in 1990. While this special
women. authority gave agencies almost total

N Over one-fifth (22 percent) of the 1992 control of the recruiting and selection

professional and administrative selec- process, it also required the use of

tions covered by this study were made substantial agency resources.

through internal selection (merit promo- In 1984 this authority had the highest
tion) procedures--up substantially from proportion of minority intake. Fully one-
the 12 percent in 1984. third (33 percent) of the selectees were

Agencies were mixed in their views of the minority. It also was a good source for

quality of selections made through merit women, who made up 47 percent of the

promotion. Overall, merit promotion intake that year.

selectees had above average ratings on Our quality indicators suggest that in
many of the seven quality indicators aggregate the individuals selected
(especially quality step increases earned, through this process were about as good
performance ratings, and numbers of as, but no better than, those selected
awards received), but they consistently through other hiring methods.
rated below average or well below aver-
age on one important indicator-the Conclusions
number of promotions received since
selection. As major and highly visible efforts are being

The comparatively low promotion rate made to "reinvent" the way in which the

for employees entering professional and Government recruits and selects employees, a
review of the quiet but very significant evolu-
tion that has already occurred is q-uite enlight-

promotion may be related more to educa- ening.
tion level than selection source-when
only the merit promotion selectees with Clearly, for example, over the last ten years
college degrees are examined, their individual Federal departments and agencies

A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board Xi
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have assumed the lion's share of the responsi- pursue what they believe to be the most
bility for and control over the recruitment and timely staffing method because they are
examination of new employees in the hun- unconvinced that alternative methods are
dreds of thousands of professional and admin- more effective or they believe-often with
istrative positions within the executive branch. justification-that the available alternatives
Were OPM's central registers to be abolished are simply too hard to use.
tomorrow, that action would have no effect on Our goal, therefore, should be to learn from
how over 80 percent of those jobs currently are the experiences of the last several years. We
filled. should retain the benefits of the gradual

Perhaps more significantly, throughout this changes that have occurred while eliminating
quiet shift of authority and control to the some of the disadvantages and problems that
agencies: (1) there have been no major outcries have been experienced. For example:
proclaiming a return to the "spoils system;" -The interaction of two staffing re-
(2) fears that we might experience a significant quirements embedded in Federal per-
decline in the quality of the Federal workforce sonnel law-veterans preference and the
appear unfounded, and (3) the Federal "rule of twree"-is widely viewed as an
workforce has grown significantly more impedof t o widelyring as In
representative of the nation's diversity (al- impediment to good hiring practices. In
though the improvement in representative- fact, a good portion of the evolution in
ness has been uneven among racial and ethnic hiring methods that has occured maygroups). have been molded by agency reaction to

the combined effects of these two require-
Does this suggest that we should leave well ments rather than by a desire to use the
enough alone? Has the quiet evolution in best selection tools available. Ironically,
Federal recruitment and selection dispensed the goals of the veterans preference law
with the need for a more orchestrated effort to may be more effectively met by alterna-
create change in this area? The answer is no. tive hiring approaches that do not use a
The reason is that the evolution has been "rule of three" (which requires managers
uneven and not without its own set of prob- to select from among the top three avail-
lems. able candidates referred for employment

For example, the current approach to Federal consideration).
recruitment and selection is very fragmented -The potential usefulness of the writ-
and there's no clear understanding of how ten exams results have often been over-
those fragments fit together. One result is that looked. This is largely because written
it is still much too difficult for the average examinations-even when validated and
citizen to learn about how one gets a job in the proven effective at making meaningful
Federal Government. In addition, it's clear job-related distinctions among large
that not all selection methods yield the same numbers of candidates-have developed
results in terms of quality or workforce repre- a reputation of being administratively
sentativeness. Many managers, however, unwieldy and outdated. That reputation,

Xii Entering Professional Positions in the Federal Government
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however, appears to be a consequence of Recommendations
the rather clumsy way in which examina- The Office of Personnel Management should:
tions often have been used.

-The uneven quality of merit promo- 1. Propose legislation leading to creation of
an alternative to, or abolishment of, the

tion selections made for people initially statuto re of tree."

entering professional or administrative statutory "rule of three."

jobs suggests that managers need to use 2. Place continuing emphasis on develop-
the best possible selection tools when ment of assessment tools-perhaps on a
choosing people from other career reimbursable basis-to be used by agen-
fields. Using merit promotion procedures cies in selecting candidates for various
to choose individuals for entry into jobs, and provide assistance in determin-
professional and administrative jobs ing how and when the use of those tools
introduces an important new dynamic to would be appropriate.
the staffing process. Since these action 3. Continue the effort (begun with the
affect people already in the Federal ACWA examination series) of finding
workforce, merit promotion can be a key new and better ways to use existing
part of any agency's effort to broaden examination tools to enhance their value
employees' career opportunities and
provide upward mobility, as the move to decentralization escalates.

-Care must be taken to ensure that the 4. Seek court approval to abolish the court-

resources and capacity of the Office of established Outstanding Scholar appoint-

Personnel Management are not dimin- ing authority once case examining hiring

ished so quickly that the office is unable procedures centering on revised use of

to respond to agency requests for assis- the ACWA examinations are in place.

tance or collaboration in the staffing 5. Revise the Co-operative Education Pro-
area. The value and positive effects of gram to: (a) extend the "window of
oversight, guidance, and assistance from opportunity" for conversion to a competi-
OPM should not be completely overshad- tive service appointment following
owed by the well-documented problems completion of the program; and (b)
inherent in the more centralized process- reduce from 1,040 to 640 the number of
driven examination process used in the hours a co-op student enrolled in a 2-year
past. There was good along with the bad. associate degree program must work to

The following recommendations should help complete the program.

shape the Federal Government's future ap- 6. Retain the resources and capacity to fulfill
proach to examination and recruitment to its statutory requirement for an oversight
ensure that it involves decisions based on a program that ensures staffing authorities
conscious strategy designed to achieve the delegated to agencies are used in accor-
best balance possible among the competing dance with the merit system principles.
factors of cost, timeliness, and quality results.

A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board xiii
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7. As the burden for staffing is shifted to 10. Ensure the presence of adequate exper-
agencies, ensure that each agency's tise in human resource management to
system has the structure, expertise, and provide training, guidance, and technical
resources necessary-including an over- assistance to the staffs responsible for the
sight mechanism-to protect the prin- staffing process.
ciples of merit. 11. Develop and maintain an internal self-

Federal Departments and Independent Agen- evaluation capability to prevent or detect
cies should: and correct poor personnel management

practices, including violations of appli-
8. Focus attention on strategies for assisting cable laws or regulations.

line managers in the exercise of substan-
tially greater authority and responsibility 12. Cooperate and collaborate fully with
for staffing. OPM in the development or refinement

9. Provide line managers and personnel of candidate assessment methods for jobs

office staff members with a clear under- common to many Federal agencies.

standing of what constitutes good per- 13. Hold managers and their supporting
sonnel management practices and how personnel office staffs dearly and pub-
those practices contribute to a better, licly accountable for their staffing actions,
more efficient Government. and the results of those actions.

Xiv Entering Professional Positions in the Federal Government



Introduction and Background

The Federal Government has more than and (3) whether the different authorities lead
800,000 employees in professional and admin- to the selection of equally qualified individu-
istrative positions. Some of these employees als.
are engineers or scientists; others are law
enforcement agents; still others are budget Methodology
analysts, accountants, librarians, psycholo-
gists, nurses, and others in a total of approxi- One information source for this report was the
mately 290 different occupational areas. directors of personnel for the 23 largest de-

The number of first-time entrants into Federal partments and independent agencies, 3 who
professional and administrative jobs each year completed a questionnaire concerning their
is substantial-but declining; for example, in agencies' use of the employment authorities
1984 the figure was 40,610, compared to 26,064 covered by this report. Through this question-
in 1992. On average, a large proportion (about naire the directors of personnel also provided
two-fifths in 1992 compared with slightly over their opinions about the most positive and
half in 1984) start out in entry-level jobs, with negative aspects of each of the authorities, and
the rest filling jobs at midlevel or senior-level what changes they would like to see in the
grades that currently pay between $27,789 and authorities.

$86,589 annually.1 We also considered supervisors' responses toi three questions in MSPB's 1992 Merit Prim-

The Merit Systems Protection Board's interest ciples Survey. These questions focused on:

in knowing more about how the Government (1pte qualiy of applic ns forj s ont

identifies, winnows down, offers jobs to, and (1) the quality of applicants for jobs in the

ultimately hires candidates for professional supervisors' work groups over the 3 years
uand l admiisrecandidtej s ledftor profsstud. preceding their receipt of the survey and (2),,and administrative jobs led to this study. the candidate source for, and performance of,

Knowing that this process can be accom-
plished several different ways, we set three the professional or administrative candidates

most recently employed since January 1, 1990.objectives for this report. They were to learn: We received usable responses from 552 super-

(1) whether the various hiring authorities 2 are visors or managers.

used equally; (2) what effect each authority Fr s CralaPerso

has on the current and long-term demo- From its Central Personnel Data File (CPDF),
graphic composition of the Federal workforce; OPM provided us data tapes that contained

Minimum and maximum pay rates, respectively, for General Schedule (white-collar) grades 9 and 15 as of January 1994. These rates
do not include locality increases authorized in January 1994.

2In this report we use "hiring mechanisms," 'staffing mechanisms,' and "authorities" interchangeably. These terms all refer to
mechanisms established by specific civil service laws, regulations, or executive orders. Each serves as the authority for making an
appointment under certain conditions or circumstances.

3 The questionnaires were sent to the directors of personnel of the Departments of Agriculture, the Air Force, the Army, Commerce,
Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban Development, the Interior, Justice, Labor, the Navy,
State, Transportation, the Treasury, and Veterans Affairs, and of the Agency for International Development, the Environmental
Protection Agency, the General Services Administration, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Office of Personnel
Management, and the Small Business Administration. We received replies from all of them.

A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board



Introduction and Dackground

employment information about all of the percent) has at least a bachelor's degree.5
individuals who first entered professional or Further, as figure 1 shows, almost half (over
administrative Federal jobs during 1984 and 46 percent) of all Federal employees are in
1992. We selected 1984 as our comparison professional or administrative jobs.
year because it was the most distant year for
which the CPDF contained most of the infor-
mation we wanted. The Three Study Issues

The data in the CPDF tapes permitted analysis How the Federal Government's hiring process
of the relative use of the various hiring au- works is the first issue addressed by this
thorities during the 2 study years, as well as report. A common perception about the
comparisons of the race and national origin Government's hiring process is that it always
(RNO) and education profiles of the people involves three steps: (1) you must take and
selected during those years. The 1984 data pass an examination; (2) you are placed on a
also provided turnover information and list of qualified candidates in an order deter-
included some measures that we used as mined by your exam score; and (3) someone
indicators of quality. Throughout this report contacts you with a job offer. Very often
we have used rounded whole numbers in the today, this is anything but true.
various figures and tables that report the Within the past 10 years the Federal Goverr-
percentage data from the OPM tapes. ment has experienced shortages of qualified

We also collected information from: delegated applicants in many job fields while also expe-
examining units operated by departments or riencing literally thousands of qualified appli-
agencies under authority delegated by OPM; cants vying for a relatively few jobs in other
OPM Service Centers, including the Macon, job fields. These dynamics, plus recent OPM
GA, Staffing Service Center; Federal Job efforts to expand delegations of personnel
Information Centers; State employment authority and to place that authority as close
service offices; and the career services office as possible to line managers, have caused
of one university, many changes in the hiring process and the

procedures associated with it.

Background One result is that a variety of hiring proce-
dures are in use and, taken together, they

With roughly 1.8 million full-time, permanent, aren't particularly applicant-friendly. While
civil service employees (and over 2.1 million our report is aimed primarily at Federal
total civilian employees4), the Federal Govern- personnel policymakers, its explanation of the
ment is the largest employer in the United key hiring processes should help all interested
States. Reflecting the nature of much of the readers understand how Federal hiring works.
work of the Federal civil service, more than Our discussion of Federal hiring processes
one in every three Federal employees (35 doesn't cover every possible hiring authority.

' Both figures are exclusive of the Postal Service, the Tennessee Valley Authority, the judicial branch, most of the legislative branch,
and certain intelligence agencies of the executive branch.

'U.S. Office of Personnel Management, "Profile of the 'Typical' Federal Civilian Non-Postal Employee, September 30, 1991," by
Christine E. Steel, undated. This is also the source for the rest of the information in this paragraph.
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IntIoduction and Backgound

Figure 1. Distribution of the Federal Workforce
by Occupational Category, September 1991

Administrative 24%
Professional 22%

Technical
18% Trades & crafts

• 177%

Clerical 17% Other
2%

Source: U.S. Office of Personnel Management

Rather, it concentrates on six key authorities civilian workforce is similar to the U.S. na-
through which the great majority of perma- tional civilian workforce in terms of overall
nent professional or administrative jobs in the representation of various racial and national
Government are filled. (A seventh authority, origin groups. We couldn't find figures
now abolished, is discussed where appropri- comparing only the professional and adminis-
ate for comparison purposes.) trative segments of the Federal anu national

The second issue we cover is the effect of the civilian workforces. Table 2 shows similar
various hiring authorities on workforce demo- information concerning the representation of
graphics. As table 1 shows, the total Federal women in the overall Federal and national

workforces.
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Table 1. Racial/National Origin Composition of the Federal and National Civilian Workforces

Percent of 1991 Percent of 1990

Race/National Origin Federal Workforce* National Labor Force+

White not of Hispanic Descent 72.3 85.9

Black 16.8 10.8

Hispanic 5.4 7.7"

Asian-Pacific Islander 3.6
~3.3++

Native American 
1.9

* Data are from OPM factsheet "Profile of the 'Typical' Federal Civilian Non-Postal Employee." September 30.
1991.

+ Data are from U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. "Monthly Labor Review," November 199 1.
vol. 114, No. 1 I.. p. 33. These figures include noncitizens ineligible for permanent Federal employment.

00 Department of Labor data state that "persons of Hispanic origin may be of any race." Consequently, totals for
this column exceed 100 percent because Hispanics have also been included in the other RNO groups.

++ The Department of Labor uses the term "Asian and Other." which includes both Asian-Pacific Islanders and
Native Americans.

Table 2. Representation of Women and Men in the
Total Federal and National Civilian Workforces

Percent of 1991 Percent of 1990

Sex Federal Workforce National Labor Force+

Female 43.3 45.3

Male 56.7 54.7

* Data are from OPM's "Federal Equal Opportunity Recruiting Program Annual Report to Congress, Fiscal Year
1992," Jan. 1993. p. 35.

+ Data are from U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Monthly Labor Review," November 1991.
vol. 114, No. I I.. p. 41. These figures Include noncltizens ineligible for permanent Federal employment.
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Despite presenting an overall race and na- departments and agencies, that by law are
tional origin profile roughly equalling that of subject to a competitive examining process.
the national civilian workforce, the Federal Within this larger group, we concentrated
workforce isn't representative in all occupa- only on individuals who entered professional
tions at all grade levels. Further, women are or administrative jobs through any of the
overrepresented in certain occupations and at staffing authorities we reviewed. Specifically,
the lower grades, and underrepresented in for 1984 we reviewed the following seven key
other occupations and at higher grades. authorities:

Such disparities are of concern because the 0 OPM certificates (the process through
United States cannot afford to exclude the which eligible candidates are referred
talent of any individual or group of individu- by OPM);
als from the workplace. The public correctly N Agency certificates (the process
expects Federal jobs to be filled through fair through which eligible candidates are
and open competition and selection to be referred by agency offices that have
based on relative knowledge and abilities---
expectations central to the merit system. examining authority delegated by
Because staffing authorities are the tools OPM);
through which managers carry out their U Direct Hire (procedures applied when
responsibility to achieve these ends, we there is a shortage of candidates, which
wanted to know how the various authorities are intended to expedite the hiring
contribute to achieving workforce representa- process by reducing or eliminating the
tiveness. need for ranking eligible candidates);

The final issue we address is the relative • Schedule B-PAC (special hiring proce-
quality of the people selected through the dures that were adopted in 1982 and
various hiring authorities. Since there are abolished in 1990, and which applied
multiple ways to enter professional and only to entry-level jobs in certain
administrative jobs in the Federal Govern- occupations);
ment, it's fair to ask whether each entry U Outstanding Scholar (special hiring
method yields equally qualified selections. procedures established by court order
We've used several data elements from the in 1982, which apply to the same
CPDF to offer insights into the relative quality occupations that were covered by
of individuals selected in 1984 through the Scheduled B-PAC authority);
mechanisms covered in this report.

• Co-operative Education Programs

The Study Workforce (special work-study program that
allows program participants to be

Our focus was on competitive service jobs- employed without competition after
those executive branch jobs, found in most they successfully complete the pro-

gram); and
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0 Merit promotion (the means through The difficulty of meeting these requirements is
which Federal employees compete for apparent when one considers that the Govern-
advancement within the Federal ment must examine for more than 175 differ-
service). ent blue- and white- collar job categories

Since the Schedule B-PAC authority was assigned to 15 different white-collar grades

abolished in June 1990, our 1992 focus was on and a similar number of blue-collar grades

the remaining six authorities. (each grade represents a different level of
work difficulty).

Some Basic Rules Concerning Recruiting In appendix 1 we provide more detailed

and Examining information about two overriding rules that
affect all Federal hiring. Appendix 2 contains

Recruiting and competitive examining are more information about different ways candi-
governed both by law and by OPM's imple- dates are examined, and explains how candi-
menting regulations.6 The law concerning dates are subsequently notified of their eligi-
recruitment requires adequate public notice of bility for selection.
competitive service jobs, including advertising
job opportunities through State employment Recruiting Terms and Concepts Used In
service offices. this Report

Then regardless of its form, the examining Readers need to be familiar with certain terms
system must assign a numerical rating to each that appear in this report and the concepts
qualified applicant because the veterans that a ve in th at estand the frame-
preference laws require that 5 or 10 additional that we have used that establish the frame-
points be added to the passing scores of work within which Federal managers select
individuals eligible for veterans preference. and hire employees. We define many of the
OPM has established a minimum passing terms in context as they first appear in the
score of 70 out of a possible 100 points. All text, and also present the most important ones
who pass the examination appropriate for
whatever job they are seeking will thus be
eligible, in the order of their numerical scores,
for appointment.

6 The legal basis is 5 U.S.C. Chapter 33 (Examination, Selection, and Placement), Subchapter I (Examination, Certification, and
Appointment). OPM's implementing regulations are found in 5 CFR Part 332 (Recruitment and Selection Through Competitive
Examination). Further implementing guidance was found in the Federal Personnel Manual (FPM), although the FPM-in the form that
existed when this study began-was abolished in January 1994. Some implementing guidance has been retained in a different form.
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The Office of Personnel Management is a key Figure 2 shows that these authorities are not
player in the staffing process, as are the used in equal proportions. Neither has their
numerous Federal departments and agencies, relative use remained constant over time. The
whose line managers, supervisors, and sup- changes in their relative use between 1984 and
porting personnel office representatives all 1992 are indicative of three interacting forces:
have significant recruiting and selection roles. (1) external job market and pay pressures

Since 1979, when Civil Service Reform Act affecting Federal hiring, (2) policy decisions

(CSRA) implementation began,7 the staffing implemented by OPM to meet both those

process has changed significantly. On the external pressures and other pressures that

whole, the changes have increased agencies' have originated within the Federal commu-

staffing authority as OPM has delegated nity; and (3) drastic reductions in hiring as

examining authority to agencies in many many Federal agencies have reduced their

circumstances and has increased the use of employment levels.

"direct hire" authority for hard-to-fill vacan-
cies. Even in situations where OPM remains
responsible for examining, in many cases the
process has changed. This has long been the traditional civil service

Overall, the changes have increased manag- hiring method, through which a central exam-

ers' involvement in hiring, although manage- ining and referral organization largely controls

rial control of the system-a goal envisioned the process. The rules have been changing,

by CSRA and more recently reiterated by the however. "Central control" doesn't mean

Vice President's National Performance Re- today what it meant even a few years ago. In

view-remains largely elusive. Still, progress addition, Federal use of this hiring method is

towards the CSRA goal of decentralization has decreasing.

occurred. As figure 3 shows, during 1984 almost one-

In this chapter we discuss seven major au- third (32 percent) of the more than 40,600 jobs

thorities (one of which was abolished in 1990) covered by this report were filled by selections

for filling professional and administrative jobs. from certificates prepared by OPM. As the

We also discuss and support an OPM pro- figure also shows, it was the selection source

posal to change how a large number of entry- for only about one-fifth (19 percent) of the

level professional and administrative jobs are more than 26,000 jobs filled in 1992.

filled. If, as a consequence of the Vice President's
National Performance Review, there's reason

'The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, which was passed at the urging of President Jimmy Carter, represented a major overhauling of
the Federal civil service. Among its major goals was the decentralizing or delegation of many personnel authorities so that personnel
management decisions could be made at or closer to the managerial level responsible for the decisions. The law was passed on Oct, 13,
1978, with most provisions of the Act to take effect 90 days after that date.
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Figure 2. Professional and Administrative Job
Intake Sources Covered by This Report

1984 1992

.OPM Ceutifcate Agency C.vtifte 17%

Agency Cetificate % 32% • d. OPM Cierfte 19%

Cop t Educ. i% Internet Stating Dirct Hire
12% 29%

Direct Hire 22% Schedule B-PAC \int ri Sa 22%

Outsltaning S w 12%

1% 9%

N - 40.610 N . 26,064

to doubt that hiring from certificates prepared can be made more attuned to individual
by OPM will remain a means of hiring, why agencies' needs. In addition to the discussion
examine this process? One reason is that one in this section, we provide information about
form of this process (register hiring) repre- the mechanics of this process, and what
sents the most efficient way currently avail- agencies said about it, in appendix 4.
able to conduct large-scale hiring for occupa- Under the OPM certificate process, an appli-
tions where large numbers of new hires are
needed periodically. Another reason is that cant goes directly to OPM, where the examin-the mechanics of hiring through this process ing subsequently takes place. The application
are basically the same whether the hiring is may be in response to a specific job announce-administered by OPM or by an agency. ment, or may be "blind," in which case pass-ing the examination will lead to the
Thus, even if OPM ultimately gets completely applicant's name being placed on a register for
out of the business of examining and referring subsequent referral as appropriate. The
candidates, the offices that replace OPM in examination that OPM administers may be an
performing this task will benefit from an actual written test (assembled examination) or
understanding of the strengths and weak- take the form of a review of each individual's
nesses of centrally examining candidates, qualifications (unassembled examination).,
together with knowledge of how the process

8 See appendix I for more information about these Federal examining processes.
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Figure 3. Selections from OPM Certificates

1984 1992

Cettifi~cate 32%

The Othw Srom The O1the Scumne
6_0% 81%

N = 40.610 N = 26,064

Hiring professional or administrative employ- for which OPM has already conducted exam-
ees from an OPM certificate can take place at ining and has a register in place); or (2) appli-
many grades, as table 3 shows. The table also cations have to be solicited because there is no
shows that, between 1984 and 1992, OPM register, or the register has too few names to
certificates increased in importance as an permit referring sufficient choice to the select-
entry source for GS grades 12 and above; ing official.
decreased in importance for GS grades 7 and When the job is filled from a standing register,
9, and remained proportionately constant as OPM lists-in rank order (including addi-
an entry source for GS grades 5 and 11.9 tional points and proper treatment of prefer-

When an agency wants to hire someone for a ence eligibles)-the names of a small number
job being filled through the OPM certificate of top ranked candidates from the register.
process, it requests a certificate of eligibles There should be enough names on the certifi-
from OPM. How that list is developed de- cate to permit choice from among at least
pends on whether: (1) the job is being filled three candidates and, under a "rule of three,"
from a standing inventory, or register'0 (one agencies are required to select from among the

top three candidates available."

'The lowest grade level for a professional or administrative job is GS-5. In most instances the even-numbered grades below GS-12
are not used for these jobs. Thus, their normal grade progression (and usual hiring grades) are GS grades 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13,14, 15. The
higher the GS grade, the greater the job's difficulty and level of responsibility.

10A 'register" is a standing inventory of qualified candidates listed in rank order including additional points for veterans preference
status. The office maintaining the register refers candidates to agencies for consideration as the agencies request them. As we note
later in the text, OPM today maintains registers almost exclusively for entry-level (GS grades 5 and 7) jobs. Agency examining offices
may also maintain registers for jobs at all grade levels for which they are delegated examining authority. More information is provided
in appendixes 2 and 3.

1 Information about the "rule of three' and about veterans preference is presented in app. 1.
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Table 3. Distribution by Initial Appointment Grade of Individuals

Selected From Certificates Issued by OPM. 1984 and 1992

Appointment Percent Percent

Grade 1984

GS-5 ............................................ 11...................... 10

GS-7 ............................................ 21...................... 16

G S-9 ............................................ 30..................... 22

G S-I1 .......................................... 19..................... 19

G S-12 .......................................... 13..................... 17

GS-13 through GS-15 ................... 5..................... 17

NOTE: Column totals do not equal 100 percent because of rounding and
because some appointments were at GS grades 6. 8, and 10.

Registers may have many or few names. and 7. At grades above GS-7, OPM certifi-
Where they have many names, it isn't unusual cates are usually based on case examining.'2

for OPM to use veterans preference or daily In looking at table 3 it's clear, then, that in
random numbers, or both, to break ties in 1992 only about one of every four jobs filled
determining which candidates to refer. A from certificates prepared by OPM was filled
person's name is placed on only one certificate from a standing register.
at a time, so an increase in hiring from OPM
registers means that larger numbers of candi- When the case examining process is used,
dates are considered at any one time. Agen- the hiring agency provides OPM with infor-
cies can influence the content of a certificate by mation necessary to advertise and fill the job,
asking for a particular candidate under a including how and where to apply, the
process called "name request." The examin- application deadline, and what, if any,
ing office will include on a certificate the name special knowledge, skills, or abilities are

of a requested candidate if that person has required. OPM examines the candidates and

scored high enough to be listed among the top issues the certificate.

three eligibles. Some OPM offices use a process called

Today, certification from an OPM standing "shared examining." This process involves

register generally occurs only at GS grades 5 the hiring agency in virtually every step

12 The case examining process and other examining procedures are discussed in app. 2.
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(often including the rating of the candidates) required to fill a position through the methods
but OPM retains authority for issuing the included in the OPM report. Putting this in
certificate. Shared examining increases the perspective, the OPM study also found that
hiring agency's workload, but also gives that direct hire appointments (which took the least
agency an opportunity to control much of the time, and which also are discussed later) took
process. In a further refinement of this con- an average of 61.6 days.
cept, OPM's San Francisco Region allows Agencies' quality concerns focus on how
agencies to add criteria to the rating schedule much better agency examiners know the
used to score applicants. This allows agencies specific needs of the hiring organization, and
to focus attention during the rating process on thus how much more able they are than OPM
unique aspects of their jobs, and should result to identify the best qualified candidates for the
in better matches between candidates and job specific job. Our quality indicators suggest
needs. this argument may not hold water at the lower

Agencies fault hiring from OPM certificates on (GS grades 5 and 7) levels, but appear to
five grounds: support the agencies' perception for selections

"* The process takes too long. above GS grade 9.

"* The applicants referred often aren't Our study suggests that some of the percep-

available. tions agencies hold about hiring from OPM
certificates may be inaccurate. As we'll see in

"* The quality of the applicants referred more detail later: (a) OPM certificates have
often isn't very good. contributed reasonably well to the overall race

"* It's hard to achieve affirmative employ- and national origin distribution of the Federal

ment goals when hiring through this workforce; and (b) candidates selected from

source. OPM certificates in 1984 have measured up
reasonably well through the intervening years

"* The link between agency recruiting and in terms of our quality indicators.
hiring those whom the agencies recruit is Agency concerns about the absence of a good
tenuous at best, and often nonexistent,
especially when hiring from registers. link between agency recruiting and OPM

referrals for hiring are not necessarily accu-
OPM has documented that, on average, in rate, although they may be for some jobs at
Fiscal Year 1991 it took 86.5 days to fill a job some grade levels. It may be more true at the
by hiring from a "civil service certificate" lower levels, and especially when the job is
(which included both certificates issued by being filled through one of the four heavy-use
OPM and those issued by agencies with ACWA (Administrative Careers With
delegated examining authority, the process America) examinations.1 4 Then, sheer num-
discussed next).13 That's the longest time bers of applicants, the broad geographic areas

,3 U.S. Office of Personnel Management, "Federal Staffing Timeliness: OPM Governmentwide Review,' October 1992, pp. 12-13.
Other staffing processes included in this OPM review and also included in our study are direct hire authority and agency merit
promotion processes.

" These are: Group 3 (Business, Finance, and Management Occupations; Group 4 (Personnel, Administration, and Computer
Occupations); Group 5 (Benefits Review, Tax, and Legal Occupations); and Group 6 (Law Enforcement and Investigation Occupations).
Some 13,000 to 25,000 names are on each of these four registers, and approximately 300 to 2,000 individuals have been hired from each
since they were established. Group 6 has had the most hiring activity.
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covered (region or nationwide), and the Discussions with agency personnel disclosed
general nature of the examination (which that at least some of the time the problem was
focuses on measuring potential for a number even more specific: agencies couldn't reach
of jobs) combine to strongly diminish the candidates they had recruited.
value of agency recruiting. Two components of the Department of Agri-

Under other circumstances, however, agency culture are currently operating in the third
recruiting can pay off, even for jobs being year of a 5-year demonstration project that
filled from OPM registers. For example, when tests alternate staffing procedures. This
auditors were being hired from OPM certifi- demonstration project is being closely watched
cates without the benefit of direct hire author- because it is widely viewed as a potential
ity, agencies that had aggressive recruiting model for what Federal staffing should look
programs were able to reach the candidates like in the future.
they wanted, according to a report prepared Two hallmarks of the USDA demonstration
by the President's Council on Integrity and project are a different way to rate and rank
Efficiency. We quote: candidates (which permits the selecting man-

Agencies which have had the most success ager to consider more than the top three
with [the OPM Staffing Service Center at] available candidates), and an alternate way to
Macon have identified high quality candidates recognize veterans preference. While gener-
through active recruiting campaigns, assisted ally hailed as an improvement over the cur-
applicants in completing the forms, qided rent rule of three and veterans preference
applicants in getting their names on the procedures, the second annual evaluation
register, etc. The successful agencies have report of this demonstration project 16 reports
used name requests (quality was shown to that the USDA managers working under the
increase when agencies used name request; alternate procedures either are not satisfied
however, agencies overall have name re- with, or have not perceived the achievement
quested only 11 percent of the time).1 s of, three key expected gains:

More often than not, agencies' complaints U Hiring Speed. On page 13 the evaluation
about both quality and the lack of a strong tie report states that "There is little differ-
between recruiting and referral on OPM ence between mean length of hiring
certificates for selection come down to com- speed in the demonstration and compari-
plaints about veterans preference and applica- son sites." This is reinforced on page 15:
tion of the rule of three. Fairly or not, many "For both agencies, the Manager Survey
agencies complain strongly about veterans results revealed no difference between
preference preventing them from reaching the demonstration and comparison site
best qualified applicants. (To quote one of the managers in the perception of hiring
agencies, "Veterans with limited experience speed." However, further into page 15
can block registers, preventing the appoint- we learn "case study interviews indicated
ment of more highly qualified candidates.") considerably more satisfaction with

Is President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency, "Entry Level Hiring of Auditors by Inspectors General: Evaluation of the Macon
Inventory System,' Washington, DC, September 1985, p. 12.
"16 Institute for Policy Research and Evaluation Center for Applied Behavioral Sciences, The Pennsylvania State University, "USDA

Demonstration Project Second Evaluation Report,' April 1993.
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reduction in the time to hire new employ- process. Good selection decisions should take
ees [than these other sources indicated], time, and probably always will take longer

"* Quality Grouping Criteria. On page 23 than managers want. Managers quite prop-
the report states that during onsite inter- erly want the best persons possible for their
views, "many respondents expressed jobs, but don't often agree (even among
dissatisfaction with the criteria by which themselves) on how to identify those best

applicants were admitted to the quality persons. And veterans preference inevitably
group (i.e., the group of applicants may be labeled as a problem whenever it
automatically referred to the selecting prevents a manager from reaching a
official as eligible for selection)." Clearly, nonveteran perceived by the manager as being
substantial agency control over the better qualified.
selection process doesn't guarantee Hiring from an OPM certificate derived from a
managerial satisfaction. register offers all agencies two strong benefits

"* Veterans Preference. On page 24 the that are interrelated: access to an expanded
report states that during interviews applicant pool; and an applicant-friendly
"many selecting officials reported dissat- hiring mechanism. Because OPM administers
isfaction with the demonstration project's major nationwide examinations such as
provision for absolute veterans prefer- ACWA that are the basis for preparing regis-
ence. This dissatisfaction appears to be ters, it's relatively easy for large numbers of
largely intertwined with dissatisfaction applicants to learn about Federal jobs and how
with the criteria for applicants' entry into to apply for them. This enriches the applicant
the quality grouping. If assignment to pool to the benefit of hiring agencies. Then,
the quality group is based on criteria that when agencies are hiring they benefit from a

the manager views as too low or impre- broader pool of eligible candidates because
cise, candidates whom the manager those successful applicants may indicate
views as unqualified may be included in interest in job locations throughout the coun-
the quality group. If a veteran is among try and will be referred accordingly.
such candidates, that individual may The truth seems to be that agencies often have
block the selection of other candidates considerable opportunity to influence the
viewed by the manager as qualified." content of OPM certificates provided they
This sounds very much like the com- have and are willing to expend the necessary
plaint often raised against selections from resources. In every instance they may use the
OPM certificates, except that the veteran name request procedure (which has been
complaint in those cases is linked to the demonstrated to be effective when coupled
rule of three. with agency recruiting, even when hiring from

We highlight these three second-year findings registers). When jobs are being filled through
from the USDA demonstration project to case examining and the OPM office offers
make a point: alternate hiring procedures shared examining, the agency gains a share of
may not really solve what are perceived as control. Similarly, the process offered by
problems with the current Federal hiring OPM's San Francisco Region provides an

opportunity for agency control. And the
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value of agency recruiting is enhanced when procedures-not requiring direct OPM in-
the hiring is through case examining. volvement-will be established to meet the
One observer of the Federal civil service requirement for "adequate public notice" of
Onely nobserver thet Fede**itpral civsey se Federal job openings. A review of what hasrecently noted that "** * * it is precisely those happened under current delegations of exam-

managers who take an active role in the

[recruiting and hiring] process who face the ining authority is important, however, since it

most conflict with the formal system * * *."17 shows that: (1) the agency workload associ-

We believe that managers have the ability to ated with delegated examining is consider-
avoid muheof that conagersthave when airing to able; (2) a number of agencies with delegatedavoid much of that conflict evein when hiring examining authority reported a need for

from OPM certificates, if only they will use

every staffing flexibility available to them. greater, and continuing, OPM assistance to
make their examining offices work well; and
(3) it's possible for agencies having delegated

2. Selection From an Agency Certificate examining to use the automated examining
Based on Delegated Examining capabilities of OPM's Macon Staffing Service

The mechanics of this process and that of Center to improve or sustain their own exam-

selection from an OPM certificate are the ining and referral services (demonstrating that

same. Veterans preference applies, and the gains achievable through improved use of

rule of three must be followed. The difference technology don't necessarily require major

is in who performs all of the steps leading to equipment purchases or extensive retraining

referral of the eligible candidates. Under or hiring of staff).

delegated examining authority, agency staff Figure 4 shows the relative use of hiring
under agency control do the work. Agencies from agency certificates in 1984 and 1992.
with delegated examining can use either
standing registers or case examining. Further, OPM is involved in three other ways: (1)
they can use unassembled or assembled initially delegating the authority to the
examinations. To meet a legal requirement agency; (2) helping to train the agency staff
concerning adequate advertising of Federal who will do the work (called delegated exam-
civil service jobs, however, all vacancies ining unit, or DEU, staff), and (3) conducting
currently must be advertised in OPM's Fed- periodic audits of the DEU's activity. Interest-eral Job Information Centers and, through ingly, 5 of the 23 agencies responding to our
OPM, in State employment service offices. questions characterized OPM's efforts toThus, OPM has remained directly involved in provide assistance and training to DEU staffthe job announcement stage. as insufficient, and reported a need for bothmore guidance and more frequent training.
Why is this process worth examining? Given
the prospect that OPM will withdraw from The conditions under which OPM may del-
direct participation in examining and hiring, egate examining authority are prescribed byit's likely that more use will be made of this law.IS Examining authority usually is del-
hiring process. It's also likely that other egated in situations where the agency is theprimary or sole employer of the occupation.

17 Carolyn Ban, "Recruiting and Hiring in the Federal Government: Who's on First?," paper presented at the American Society for
Public Administration annual meeting, July 1993.

15 5 U.S.C. 1104(a).
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Figure 4. Selections from Agency Certificates

1984 1992

Agency Certificate 20% Agency Cerkate 17%

.me cwt SWThe 0th

N = 40,610 N - 26,064

Often the delegation is for positions that are egation of examining authority is thus war-
widely dispersed geographically, including ranted because the specific job requirements
nationwide or even worldwide. However, it are not common to other agencies. Delegating
is equally possible for examining authority to the examining authority in these cases permits
be delegated more narrowly, even to cover the hiring agency to apply its subject matter
only a single position. The delegation may expertise in evaluating the qualifications of
cover jobs at all professional and administra- applicants for its specific jobs. In 1982 the
tive grades (GS-5 through GS-15) or may be General Accounting Office concurred with this
for only one or more of these grades. Table 4 OPM position. 19

shows the grade distribution for selections
through delegated examining. Obviously, accepting responsibility for exam-

ining places a greater workload on the agency.
In some instances OPM has delegated exam- The tradeoff for this additional workload is
ining authority for jobs which, at least on the greater control over the process-which
basis of job title, are common to most or many should lead to better and more timely selec-
Federal agencies. The applicable civil service tions. Most agencies reported that having
law appears to prohibit this, but OPM staff delegated examining made the staffing pro-
explained that for these delegations it has cess "more responsive" or provided "more
determined that for each such specific job the timely service" than was possible when they
likelihood is high that there are specialized relied on OPM certificates. Many also said
requirements unique to the agency, and even that retaining delegated examining authority
to individual offices within an agency. Del- requires them to pay a high price in staff,

"19 U.S. General Accounting Office, Letter B-206716, to the Director of OPM from the Director, Federal Personnel and Compensation
Division, GAO, Subject: "Better Guidance is Needed for Determining When Examining Authority Should be Delegated to Federal
Agencies," GAO/FPCD 82-41, July 1, 1982. GAO's view is summarized on p. 8 of the letter.
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Table 4. Distribution by Initial Appointment Grade of Individuals

Selected From Certificates Issued by Agencies, 1984 and 1992

Appointment Percent PercentGrade 1984 I=9

GS-5 ............................................. 9...................... 5

GS-7 ............................................ 35..................... 24

G S-9 ............................................ 30..................... 26

G S-I ........................................... 14..................... 20

G S-12 ........................................... 7..................... 14

GS-13 through GS-15 ................... 4..................... 10

NOTE: Column totals do not equal 100 percent because of rounding and
because some appointments were at GS grades 6, 8. and 10.

especially during periods of reduced hiring or examining was sometimes diminished by
even downsizing. Several agencies indicated "disconnects" between the dates they submit-
they are considering giving up their delegated ted their vacancy announcements and OPM's
examining authority so the staff resources vacancy-listing printing schedules. The
dedicated to it can be used for other, more difficulties and delays they encountered were
pressing, purposes. (Under reorganization compounded by different established due
proposals being considered by OPM as a dates in different OPM offices. OPM informed
result of the Vice President's National Perfor- us that it will soon inform its offices that
mance Review, this option may not exist in agency vacancy announcements should not be
the future.) If agency "givebacks" of examin- delayed for this reason. OPM expects that,
ing authority occurred on a widespread basis, through utilization of electronic media, agen-
the result could be severe strain on the cies should now or soon have their vacancy
workload capacity of affected OPM service announcements publicized with 1 or 2 days'
centers, particularly since staffing in many notice. This is an example of how changing
centers has been reduced because of the administrative requirements can improve
combined effects of (a) delegated examining Government efficiency (in this case, making
reducing their direct examining workloads delegated examining more advantageous to
and (b) OPM gaining examining efficiencies agencies). When fully implemented, this
through better use of automation. action will reflect favorably on OPM's "cus-

Agencies reported that the improved timeli- tomer service" orientation.
ness they expected to gain from delegated
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Interestingly, OPM's Macon (Georgia) Staffing Active recruitment periods drain our
Service Center provides automated support to agency's resources. * * * Sometimes targeted
several agencies with delegated examining recruiting efforts still don't produce sufficient
authority. By agreement, the Staffing Service candidates who can be hired.
Center uses its automation capability to rate
written tests and establish registers for a When DELI activity picks up, [internal] merit
variety of occupations. While the Center staffing usually also is at a peak. At such
maintains these registers within its computer times, it is difficult to adequately staff both
banks, the agencies retain control over the functions.
process. This is an efficiency for the Govern-
ment since the agencies don't have to dupli- In some cases, delegated examining results in
cate expensive computer equipment and our managers having unrealistic expectations
programs. that cannot be fulfilled.
While many agencies cite improved timeliness Despite these concerns and the fact that
as one of the most positive benefits of del- current events such as the economic downturn
egated examining, there is little hard evidence and shrinking budgets have generally reduced
to establish that this process is quicker than Federal hiring opportunities, the benefits
hiring from an OPM certificate. As was noted gained from having delegated examining
earlier, the only recent OPM study on staffing authority appear great enough to ensure that
timeliness included both agency and OPM agencies will continue to seek this authority.
certificates under the broader heading of "civil Delegated examining represents a logical
service certificates." extension of practical control to agencies

Other benefits frequently cited by agencies without loss of final responsibility for the
were: (1) the improved quality of referred process and the results by OPM. It is, in short,
candidates that results from the DEU's knowl- a positive addition to an agency manager's
edge of the requirements of the job being staffing toolbox.
filled, and (2) an improved ability to coordi-
nate recruiting and examinr!g activity. While 3. Selection Through the Direct Hire
both claims seem reasonable cý: their face, the Process
first is generally not supported-particularly Direct hire authority operates very differently
for hiring at GS grades 5 and 7-by our analy- from the two examining processes already
sis (presented later in this report) of selections described. In addition, the circumstances that

permit its use are even more limited than
The improvement in the link between recruit- those permitting delegating examining au-
ing and hiring that is gained through del- thority. (Despite this fact, more jobs covered
egated examining appears to be at least par- by this study were filled through direct hire
tially offset by some undesirable conse- than from agency certificates in each study
quences. The following quotes from three year.) Direct hiring is authorized only in
different agencies present the perceived situations where there is a shortage of quali-
negative costs of this improvement: fled applicants. The shortage may be defined
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by geographic area (including nationwide), Performance Review's recommendations will
by occupation, by grade within an occupa- have on the use of direct hire authority. It's
tion, or by any combination of these factors. clear that some other basis for deciding when

OPM's decision to grant direct hire authority direct hiring may be used will be necessary if, as

may result from agency requests or may be is generally expected, OPM registers disappear

initiated by the appropriate OPM examining and OPM stops examining and referring candi-

office. In general, the "shortage of qualified dates. Conceivably, the "shortage" determina-

applicants" determination is based on the tion triggering the direct hire decision could be

condition of the appropriate OPM register left to the hiring agency, or alternatively some

rather than any assessment of the pertinent general rule of thumb could be established.

labor market. Whatever the future holds for direct hiring, it's
important to review the current process because

As figure 5 shows, use of direct hire author- of what it shows about: (1) the effect direct hire
ity increased between 1984 and 1992. In 1992 procedures have had on agencies' ability to fill
about 3 of every 10 entrants covered by this shortage category jobs; and (2) agencies' nega-
study got their jobs through direct hiring, up tive perceptions of the procedural requirements
from slightly more than 2 in 10 in 1984. This OPM established to ensure proper consideration
increased use of direct hiring shows that of both the rule of three and veterans prefer-
shortages in some occupations (e.g., nurses) ence. It's clear that there is no easy way to
continue to exist even as the Government balance these two legally mandated provisions
experiences large numbers of applicants for and the flexibility agencies expect to gain from
many other jobs. direct hiring authority.

Why include this process in our study? It's As with OPM and agency certificates, direct hire
hard to predict what effect the National authority covers professional and administra-

Figure 5. Selections Through Direct Hire Authority

1984 1992

tDece HireHire

22%

N. 40,610 N = 260,"
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tive jobs at various grades. Table 5 shows that and partly because of misgivings of its own
direct hire took on added importance at the staff, OPM clarified the rules governing direct
higher grades (GS-12 and above) in 1992 hiring in August 1991. The changes addressed
compared with 1984, while its use declined for a three-pronged criticism that direct hire
hiring at grades below GS-12. In 1992 the procedures didn't conform to the require-
greatest reduction in direct hiring was at GS-5. ments of (1) the merit principles, (2) open

Until August 1991, direct hire authority was competition, or (3) veterans preference.
so flexible that under certain circumstances The new OPM guidance2' requires agencies to
agencies could accept applications, determine assure that additional points for veterans
that applicants met basic qualifications, and preference are granted to individuals selected
then hire without regard to relative ranking. through direct hire procedures. It also re-
Agencies were inconsistent in their application quires a minimal ranking of candidates into
of veterans preference and the rule of three. "best qualified" and "minimally qualified"
The considerable latitude that this authority groups when "the number of available eli-
permitted agencies was criticized in a General gibles makes grouping or ranking neces-
Accounting Office report released in August sary."' And it requires agencies to maintain
1990.20 Partly in response to that criticism, records pertaining to all candidates for a

minimum of 90 days after selection.

Table 5. Distribution by Initial Appointment Grade of Individuals

Selected Through Direct Hire Authority, 1984 and 1992

Appointment Percent Percent
grade 1984 9922

G S-5 ............................................ 22..................... 1 0

G S-7 ............................................ 34..................... 33

G S-9 ............................................ 19..................... 16

G S-11 .......................................... 14..................... 12

GS-12 ........................................... 7..................... II

GS- 13 through GS- 15 ................... 3..................... 16

NOTE: Column totals do not equal 100 percent because of rounding and
some because some appointments were at GS grades 6. 8, and 10.

SU.S. General Accounting Office, 'Federal Recruiting and Hiring: Making Government Jobs Attractive to Prospective Employees,"
GAO/GGD-90-105, August 1990, pp. 4647.

21 Announced in FPM Letter 332-25, Aug. 1, 1991.

"- Ibid., par. 5.
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In October 1992 OPM announced further doesn't produce at least three candidates, the
procedural requirements for direct hire recruit- agency may appoint its recruited candidate
ing and examining as well as increased re- (with proper consideration of veterans prefer-
quirements for reporting and recordkeeping.2  ence). If OPM produces at least three names,
The purpose of OPM's 1991 and 1992 changes the agency must rate its recruited candidate
was to establish clear links between direct hire and determine his or her score relative to the
authority and (1) selection based on relative candidates on the list from OPM. Only if the
competence as determined through an assess- recruited individual ranks high enough to be
ment of skills and abilities, (2) the rule of three, reached under the rule of three, and with
and (3) veterans preference. Agencies see the proper consideration to veterans preference,
net effect as undermining the utility of direct may that person be appointed.
hire authority. Although the procedural Agencies are permitted to consider auditor
changes appear to have been necessary to and accountant candidatest o they recruit as
make direct hiring conform to established civil and anth t re cruituas
service laws, OPM's action has made direct qualified with a presumed score of 100 underhirefarmorelik deegatd eaminngandtwo alternative qualifying conditions: an
hire far more like delegated examining, and undergraduate grade point average of 3.5 orwas not popular with agencies. possession of certified public accountant

Neither did OPM please agencies when it credentials. However, even in these instances,
announced revised hiring procedures for two the process described above must be followed
of the more populous direct hire professional before an appointment can be made.
and administrative occupations: accountants The automated referral system is OPM's
and auditors at GS grades 5, 7, and 9. These answer to criticisms of failure to follow the
changes are important because they appar- requirements of rating and ranking, the rule of
ently represent the future of direct hiring. three, and veterans preference when using

For accountant and auditor jobs at these grade direct hire authority. In time, consideration of
levels, applicants are evaluated on the basis of applicants on a computer-generated list may
education and experience (unassembled become an integral part of all-or at least
examination), and must have a score of 80 or many-direct hire authorizations. Essentially,
higher to be eligible for direct hire. OPM the direct hire process has been (or will be)
continuously accepts applications for these turned into a modified selection-from-an-
jobs from individuals nationwide and regu- OPM-certificate process under which agencies
larly updates the resulting inventory of candi- may try to add the name of a recruited candi-
dates as applicants are added. date to the OPM certificate before making its

Agencies may ask for referrals from this selection.

inventory when they want to fill jobs. Alterna- The cumulative effect of these procedures and
tively, they may recruit for applicants, but current job market forces may lead to a reduc-
they may not appoint individuals they recruit tion in the number of instances where direct
without first requesting from OPM a list of hire authority is authorized. As it is expanded
candidates from the inventory. If OPM to include other occupations, the automated

3 OPM Bulletin No. 52, Oct. 16,1992.
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referral approach to direct hiring will those views at all grade levels. As we show
almost certainly lead agencies to ques- later in more detail, those individuals who
tion the payoff they obtain from exten- entered through direct hire at GS-5 or GS-7
sive recruiting to fill shortage-category have performed about average or above
jobs. And as automated referral sys- average on our indicators of quality; those
tems for other occupations are devel- who entered at GS-11 and GS/GM2 grades 13
oped, questions may arise about the through 15 have performed below average on
appropriateness of direct hiring author- several of our indicators; and those who
ity for them. For example, the number entered at GS grades 9 and 12 have performed
of GS-5/7/9 auditing and accounting about average on our indicators. These results
candidates already on OPM's inventory may reflect on the quality of selections, or they
(more than 6,000) should raise questions may say something about the quality of those
about the continuing need for nation- who stayed with Government as opposed to
wide direct hire authority for these jobs. those who left.

As these observations imply, direct A second gain agencies perceive from their
hiring is both a boon and a bane to direct hire recruiting is an improved ability to
agencies and job applicants. On the target recruiting to meet affirmative action
positive side, it still offers agencies an goals. To quote one agency:
opportunity for payoff for recruiting. In goal stotuoe oneaeny:
responding to our questionnaire, a More first-time appointments to administra-
number of agencies said that their direct tive positions are currently made under this
hiring recruiting identifies better quality authority fin this departmentst than any other.
applicants, leading to the selection of This program's best features are of course thebetter qualified employees. As one speed at which appointments can be made,
agency put it, and the enhanced ability to appoint qualitycandidates while meeting affirmative employ-

By recruiting and examining for our ment goals.
own positions, we can ensure thatapnpotionte s, h e exactl thenskie thOur analysis of 1984 and 1992 hiring dataneed; therefore, the appointees are suggests that agency perceptions concerningusually of above-average quality, affirmative action gains attributable to directhiring are valid with respect to minorities but

We can't dispute agencies' views of the simply aren't true with respect to women. As
quality of the selections they make we discuss more fully later, in both 1984 and
through direct hire, but the analysis we 1992, the proportion of direct hire entrants
did of individuals selected through who were minorities exceeded the proportions
direct hire in 1984 and still working for hired from OPM or agency certificates. How-
Federal agencies in 1992, compared with ever, direct hire, OPM certificates, and agency
all selections from all other sources certificates were largely indistinguishable in
covered by this study, doesn't support their effect on hiring women during 1992,

4 'GM' was the pay plan designation for supervisors, managers, and management officials at Gs grades 13, 14, and 15. It identified

them as subject to the Performance Management and Recognition System (PMRS), a pay-for-performance system that was abolished by
law on October 31, 1993. Although PMRS has been abolished, the GM designation has been kept for the time being for individuals who
were assigned to it when it was abolished.
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although in 1984 a higher proportion of and substantial frustration for the agency and
women were selected through OPM certifi- the applicants, before job offers can be made.
cates than through either direct hire or agency OPM's study of staffing timeliness supported
certificates. what most agencies told us: of the current
Many agencies believe that the gains they competitive staffing authorities covered by
make through direct hire are largely offset by this study, direct hire is the quickest way to
OPM's strict enforcement of the statutory make permanent appointments. "Quickest" is
requirements for honoring veterans preference relative, however; the average time for filling a
and the rule of three and by OPM's increased job through direct hire was still more than 61
requirements for recordkeeping and reporting. days25 during OPM's study period. This is
While we understand what the agencies about 25 days quicker on average than hiring
perceive they have lost as a result of OPM's from a civil service (OPM or agency) certifi-
insistence on "strict enforcement," in fairness cate. However, OPM's study was based on
we don't see that OPM had any latitude to do hiring conducted between October 1, 1989,
otherwise. The 1991 and 1992 changes were and December 31, 1990, before the new direct
introduced to make direct hiring procedures hiring procedures went into effect. It's likely
conform to existing legal requirements. Future that the timeliness gain has been reduced
implementation of procedures similar to those since OPM's study was conducted.
used before the 1991 and 1992 changes would
seem to require changes in the applicable laws. The following agency comment is typical ofhow agencies summarized their feeling about
For applicants, the process offers the promise direct hire:
of quick employment, but doesn't easily fulfill
that promise. To begin with, there is no single, The current requdrements to utilize rating
simple way to identify where vacancies are. and ranking procedures (e.g., the rule of three
Applicants must find the vacancies and apply and veterans preference, etc.) have removed
for them. OPM may simplify this task by much of the flexibility and other benefits
sponsoring job fairs, if a need for these has associated with this authority, In effect, the
been established. term "Direct Hire" is now something of a

misnomer. Given the requirements placed
Advertised by OPM in advance, job fairs bring upon the personnel office, the current process
representatives of numerous hiring agencies is somewhat closer to a "case examining"
together in one place, and offer the opportu- delegation agreement. Even with the addi-
nity to quickly match agency needs and job tional requirements, some of our offices have
seekers' availability. Although theoretically observed that Direct Hire still permits greater
job fairs provide opportunities for agencies to flexibility and timeliness than is typically
make quick job offers, on-the-spot job offers possiblefrom a certification request to OPM.
are possible only if the number of applicants is possibe fro a c ectirequthto ,
extremely small and none (or all) claim veter- What is the future of direct hire authority,
ans preference. In most cases the procedural given that (1) the authority is limited to short-
requirements discussed above create delays, age-category situations, and (2) agencies see it

I U.S. Office of Personnel Management, 'Federal Staffing Timeliness: OPM Governmentwide Review,' October 1992, p. 12. The
exact figure was 61.6 days.
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as less useful and attractive because of OPM's OPM established this authority to fill the
insistence on proper procedural processing? hiring mechanism void created on September

Current job market realities suggest the 1, 1982, by the abolishment of a written exami-

prospect that OPM may withdraw some direct nation called the PACE.27 That examination

hire authorities. It seems unlikely, however, had been used to establish registers covering

that this will occur universally: some jobs, at 118 entry-level (GS-5 and 7) professional and

least in some areas, will remain in short administrative, or PAC, occupations.28 The
supply. In addition, OPM's director has made Schedule B-PAC authority, which was imple-
it clear that he sees value in direct hire proce- mented effective upon the abolishment of the
dures, saying in response to prehearing PACE, was an interim measure to be used
questions for his confirmation: "I have until appropriate competitive examinations
serious questions about whether any examina- could be developed. In June 1990 it was
tion-based hiring system can compete effec- abolished in response to a court directive.
tively with direct-hire authority."26 Finally, Concurrently, OPM implemented the ACWA

despite their rhetoric about procedural road- examination series discussed earlier.

blocks, we consider it unlikely that agencies In a May 1982 news release, the Director of
would willingly give up direct hire authority. OPM announced the impending abolishment

of the PACE and establishment of the Sched-
4. Selection Through the Former Sched- ule B-PAC authority. He described the new
ule B-PAC Authority authority with these words:

We've included this now-defunct authority in This is not an ideal solution for filling profes-
our study because: (1) it was the only source sional and administrative positions in the
for entry-level new hires for many jobs during Federal Government * * ** We will not be
its lifespan; (2) it operated under very special selecting individuals by means of the best
rules, and its strengths and weaknesses may merit-hiring procedures * * *. Merit selection
prove instructive to policymakers considering is wounded, but not dead.29

other approaches to staffing; and (3) its inclu- "Schedule B" refers to a an employment
sion permits us to examine the relative quality category, or "schedule," in the excepted
of its portion of 1984 entrants, which may service. The excepted service is comprised of
provide insights into how further changes in executive branch jobs excluded from the
staffing processes could affect the quality of competitive service. More information about
the Federal workforce. the excepted service is found in appendix 3.

26 Statement of James B. King Before the Committee on Governmental Affairs, United States Senate, March 30, 1993," Pre-Hearing

Questions, p. 7.
'The PACE (Professional and Administrative Career Examination) was abolished by OPM under a consent decree entered into in a

case alleging that the examination discriminated against, and had an adverse impact on, Hispanic and African-American applicants
based on test bias. This consent decree was negotiated during a civil court case known as Luevano v. Devine.

u When the challenge to PACE was initiated, the examination covered 127 occupations. By the time the examination was abolished,
that number was down to 118. In the intervening time, OPM had removed nine occupations from the PACE through implementation
of new, occupation-specific examinations.
"2Statement of Dr. Donald J. Devine, Director of OPM, in an OPM news release dated May 11, 1982, announcing OPM's intention to

abolish the PACE.
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As figure 6 shows, the Schedule B-PAC au- project. Since 1990, these practices have also
thority was heavily used in 1984, when almost been permitted for all excepted service hiring.)
5,000 new employees were hired through it. Agencies perceived that this hiring authority

Agencies had to get specific approval from had essentially the same strengths as direct
OPM to use this authority. Once the authority hiring but none of its constraints. For ex-
was received, agencies developed and used ample, they said that the Schedule B-PAC
their own recruiting, assessment, and selection authority:
procedures except that they were required to M Forged a strong link between agency
"observe veterans preference as far as admin- recruiting and subsequent hiring. Several
istratively possible."' The "rule of three" agencies emphasized that this authority
didn't apply. In addition, OPM allowed allowed them to recruit college seniors
agencies to use adjective ratings instead of who really wanted to work for the par-
numerical scores, and to refer candidates for ticular agency.
selection by categories. (Both of these prac-
tices normally are prohibited in the competi- 0 Allowed agencies to hire quickly, an

tive service, but they are allowed in a current attribute that they found particularly
Department of Agriculture demonstration valuable when they recruited on college

Figure 6.

Selections Through the Schedule B-PAC Authority

1984 1992

The Other Sources
'The Other Sources

100%

Schedule B-PAC
12%

N = 40,610 N = 26,064

o Federal Personnel Manual (FPM) Chapter 213, Appendix F, Section III, at B.2 (now abolished).
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campuses, since they could offer jobs on There were some merit system vulnerabilities
the spot. associated with the control over the hiring

"* Improved agencies' ability to target process that agencies gained through this
recruiting and hiring to meet affirmative authority. One lay in the lack of structure
employment goals. within agencies with regard to their recruiting
"Lemploy eentin g oa hpools. As we noted in a 1987 report, 31

employees. MSPB sees the "targeted recruiting" aspect
[of the Schedule B-PAC authority] as "a

We found no firm data to verify agencies' double-edged sword." While it offers oppor-
recollections that the Schedule B-PAC author- tunity to meet social policy goals (e.g.,
ity permitted speedy hiring, but common targeting minorities and/or women), it also
sense supports their claims. Freedom from could be a means to restrict recruiting to
virtually all competitive hiring procedural sources that do not improve the representa-
requirements must have saved time. tiveness of the Federal employee population,

Our 1984 data support the agencies' recollec- or even to specific individuals.
tions that this authority gave a boost to affir- Although in aggregate the figures we have for
mative employment efforts. Nearly one-third 1984 suggest this didn't occur, there is no way
of the Schedule B-PAC selections were minori- of knowing in that year-or any other year
ties, and more than two-fifths were women. during the life of this authority-if there were

Our analysis of quality indicators for 1984 incidents of such unfair hiring practices.
entrants indicates that these selections were The second merit system vulnerability lay in
about as good as, but not better than, selec- the fact that the use of ad hoc selection proce-
tions made through other sources. Based on dures in the sudden absence of virtually any
the quality indicators we used, Schedule B- mandated procedures didn't ensure selections
PAC entrants who were hired as GS-5's in based on merit. In responding to our ques-
1984 and who were still employed by Federal tionnaire, one of the agencies addressed this
agencies in 1992 were very average when concern well:
compared with GS-5 entrants from the other
sources. Those who were hired as GS-7's Different criteria were used at different times.

fared no better. Unless a disproportionate Not all applicants [for similar jobs] were

number of top-performing Schedule B-PAC selected under the same criteria. With no

1984 entrants left Federal service before 1992, test, there was no national measure of quality

or unless 1984 was an atypical year, this to compare candidates against.

suggests that the Schedule B-PAC authority The Schedule B-PAC authority was a "quick
was neither better nor worse than other stud- fix" solution to a pressing problem. We agree
ied authorities in producing high-quality fully with the judgment rendered in 1982 by
employees. We discuss this point in greater the then-director of OPM: Schedule B-PAC
detail later. was not an ideal solution, and did not lead to

1U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, 'In Search of Merit: Hiring Entry-Level Federal Employees," Washington, Sept. 1987, pp.

11-12.
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the best merit-hiring selection procedures. As affecting this particular authority. Rather, the
the Government proceeds toward a more Outstanding Scholar authority's continued
decentralized staffing system, the lessons of existence is more likely to be determined by a
Schedule B-PAC shouldn't be forgotten. One court judgment of whether it continues to
of those lessons should center on the extent to effectively represent a simplified way to
which exposure to abuse can be minimized; increase hiring of well qualified African-
another should focus on what steps should be Americans and Hispanics, coupled with a
taken to achieve the goals of merit-based determination of whether other staffing
hiring. approaches (either now existing or subse-

quently established) can achieve that purpose

5. Selection Through the Outstanding as well or better.

Scholar Hiring Provision Selection under the Outstanding Scholar

The Outstanding Scholar hiring provision is a provision is limited to college graduates who
meet either of two scholastic criteria whenspecial court-ordered hiring authority that they complete work on their bachelor's de-

applies only to entry-level hiring for occupa- greei

tions that were covered by the now-defunct gree:

PACE (discussed in the preceding section). It a. An overall grade point average (GPA) of
was established by the 1982 consent decree at least 3.533 on a 4.0 scale for all under-
that settled the Luevano civil court challenge to graduate course work,; or
the PACE, and has remained in effect under b. Graduation in the top 10 percent of their
court sponsorship despite the advent of the class, without regard to GPA.
ACWA examination series.

In effect, the court-ordered OutstandingUse of this authority has increased since 1984, Scholar hiring provision is a special form of

when just over 400 appointments were made direct hiring authority that significantly

through it. In 1992 the figure was over 2,300. reduces the constraints that apply to a hiring

This is a large increase over 1984, but the 1992 agency's activity. Quite simply put, it repre-

total is nonetheless much lower than the more sencs t otim e impetitiv sere
than5,50 nw hies hatOPM epots eresents the one time in competitive service

than 5,500 new hires that OPM reports were hiring when a Federal agency has virtually
made through this authority in 1991.32 The total control over the recruitment, selection,
proportionate increase in hiring through this and appointment of new hires. Veterans
authority is reflected in figure 7, which shows preference and the rule of three don't apply.
that in 1992 it was used to hire almo.,L 1 out of Students' scholastic achievement substitutes
every 10 new entrants into professional and for any other examination process, and agen-
administrative jobs. cies are able to make on-the-spot job offers to
How significant is this authority to the those who qualify.
future? We don't foresee the National Perfor- Every student selected through this authority
mance Review's recommendations directly may be appointed as a GS-7. This is because

3Telephone conversation with OPM Assistant Director for Staffing Policy and Operations, Jul. 28,1993. In a telephone discussion on
Apr. 16, 1993, the OPM Associate Director for Career Entry stated that the large decrease between 1991 and 1992 reflects the general
decrease in Federal hiring that occurred between those 2 years.

" Actually, under OPM's guidelines, a 3.45 or higher GPA is rounded up to 3.5.
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Figure 7. Selections Through the

Outstanding Scholar Authority

1992
1984

I Other Sou r s 
Other Soul

Outstanding Scholar Outstanding Scholar
1% 9%

N = 40,610 N = 26,064

the Outstanding Scholar academic require- probably one of the quickest. However, it's
ments exceed the requirements for initial application is limited for two reasons: (1) only
appointment at GS-7 under a qualifications a relatively small proportion (which OPM
standards provision known as Superior estimates to be at least 10 percent) of gradu-
Academic Achievement. Offering the ad- ates at the baccalaureate level meet its require-
vanced (GS-7) grade at the time of employ- ments; and (2) the authority applies only to
ment is at the employing agency's discretion. jobs now covered by the ACWA examination
However, this additional pay flexibility may series.
be the edge a Federal agency needs to com- Nonetheless, this is a hiring authority that
pete successfully against non-Federal employ- offers agencies a good opportunity to benefit
ers when recruiting top scholars under the from recruiting on college campuses, a point
Outstanding Scholar provision. Initial ap- stressed by 17 of the agencies in response to
pointment was at GS-7 just over 90 percent of our questionnaire. This authority permits
the time for Outstanding Scholar selections in agencies to offer top bachelor-level graduates
1992, compared to about 20 percent of the an opportunity for Federal employment
time in 1984. without requiring those graduates to take tests

The Outstanding Scholar authority clearly or wait a long time between being interviewed
represents one of the least process-encum- and receiving a job offer. And this authority's
bered ways to hire at the entry level. It's also
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value isn't limited to oncampus recruiting. seven indicators and average on the rest,
The authority may be used with equal effect to while those who had been selected as GS-7's
hire a college graduate whose diploma is 5 or measured above average on two indicators,
10 (or more) years old. The key is the 3.5 GPA much higher than average on a third, and
or graduating in the top 10 percent of the average on the rest. We give this more atten-
class. tion later in the chapter on quality issues.

Several concerns have been raised about the The Luevano civil case charged that OPM's
wisdom of using GPA or class standing as an PACE examination unfairly discriminated
examining alternative. Both are sensitive to against Black and Hispanic job applicants.
variations in how professors grade as well as Since the Outstanding Scholar authority was
to the grading systems that exist among created as a result of the Luevano consent
colleges and universities. Also, some pro- decree, it seems reasonable to expect it to
grams of study are harder than others. Thus, contribute to eliminating the selection imbal-
while using GPA or class standing as an ance that the alleged discrimination created.
alternative examining instrument appears to Agencies were somewhat split in their view of
provide this authority with a uniform assess- how well this authority contributes to meeting
ment tool, that gain may be more illusory than affirmative employment goals. Ten agencies
real. reported that it serves this purpose well. Here

More to the point, there's evidence that GPA is a typical comment:

isn't a particularly strong predictor of subse- The Outstanding Scholar hiring provision
quent job performance,34 further raising has proved its potential as a useful tool for
questions about GPA's acceptability as an addressing minority underrepresentation and
alternative test for entry-level hiring. As a attracting college graduates of high quality,
consequence of all of these concerns, the especially those from Historically Black
increase in the number of appointments under Colleges and Universities and the Hispanic
this authority is troublesome, especially since Association of Colleges and Universities.
a selection instrument that is a better predictor This department is only now beginning to
of job success (the ACWA examination series) realize the full potential of this authority.
has existed since June 1990. However, three agencies reported quite the

Nonetheless, agencies were nearly unanimous opposite. The following quote captures their
in citing the high quality of their selections as view:
one of the strengths of the Outstanding The worst feature of this appointment provi-
Scholar provision. Some support for this view sion is that it is NOT, in our experience,
is found in our quality indicators comparison addressing adequately the remedy that was
of 1984's Outstanding Scholar entrants still intended in the PACE consent decree.
federally employed in 1992 versus entrants
who came in through other sources. Those The difference in views may reflect differences
outstanding scholars who had been selected as among agencies, or may reflect yearly varia-GS-5's measured above average on four of the tions in results. In 1992 fewer than 17 percent

of all Outstanding Scholar selections were

34 See U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, 'Attracting and Selecting Quality Applicants for Federal Employment, April 1990,
especially the discussion on pp. 24-30, under the heading 'Direct-Hire Authority Based on GPA.'
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minorities-about the same as the proportion agencies could regularly make the connection
hired from OPM certificates and below all of between their recruiting and this assessment
the other covered authorities. However, in tool, there might be no need for the Outstand-
1984 about 23 percent of all Outstanding ing Scholar authority. Immediately below we
Scholar selections were minorities, which favorably review an OPM proposal to change
made it one of the best sources for minorities the current way the ACWA exams are used-
that year. a proposal that conceivably could substitute

Although improving the hiring of women for the Outstanding Scholar hiring authority

wasn't a goal of the Luevano case, it's worth as well.

noting that in both 1992 and 1984 the Out-
standing Scholar authority was proportion- 6. OPM's Proposed Change in ACWA
ately among the best entry sources for women. Examination Usage
The 1992 figure was 57 percent; for 1984 it was In this section we digress from our description
over 61 percent. These proportions may be a and analysis of present or past staffing au-
product of the relative number of women thorities to review a proposed future one.
candidates for the occupations that this au- OPM officials believe, and MSPB agrees, that
thority covers (i.e., the ACWA occupations). there is a need to change how the ACWA
If so, they must also reflect the high percent- series of examinations is used. Without such
age of those women who have demonstrated change, the series represents an underused
high academic achievement, and expensive tool that serves largely to raise

Agencies like this authority because of the unfulfillable expectations among thousands of
flexibility it gives them. In their survey job applicants. With change, ACWA may
responses, many told us that they would like become a key force-rather than a marginal
to see the qualifying GPA lowered so that one-in making merit-based selections for the
even more graduates could be considered more than 100 occupations the examination
under its umbrella. Some would like a similar series covers.
hiring provision for occupations other than OPM proposes to allow jobs covered by the
those covered by the ACWA examinations. ACWA examinations to be filled through case

It's unfortunate that the advantages of this examining (announcing each vacancy or
authority highlight what is perceived to be a group of basically identical vacancies indi-
disadvantage of the ACWA examination vidually). We believe this is an excellent way
series: an agency that recruits one or more to retain the assessment benefits of this
candidates often finds that it can't subse- proven examination series while opening up
quently reach the recruited individual(s) for the link between agency recruiting and subse-
selection from the ACWA registers. (This quent selection that is almost always missing
latter is primarily because of the very high presently in ACWA hiring.
number of eligible candidates on ACWA Instead of administering the ACWA examina-
registers, many of whom apparently are high- tion first, and then referring candidates from
quality candidates.) The ACWA exams the appropriate register when an agency has
provide a proven national point of reference an opring, regidual whenings has
against which to judge all candidates. If an opening, individual job openings would be
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announced and applicants would apply best tools available to Federal agencies for
directly for them. Agencies could choose to measuring reasoning ability for these jobs, and
use any or all of the following three assess- those tools should be used to distinguish
ment techniques to evaluate candidates: (1) among relatively large numbers of candidates.
rating schedules (which measure candidates However, the test score should be only one of
against occupation-specific criteria): (2) struc- the criteria used by agencies to determine the
tured interviews; or (3) written examinations candidates' relative ranking. Essentially, this
(the appropriate ACWA examination). would provide the U.S. Civil Service with a

Under one possible scenario, all candidates process used successfully by the Public Service

would be rated by OPM against rating sched- of Canada, upon which we reported favorably

ules, a step that OPM envisions could be in our 1992 report comparing staffing in the
national civil services of the United States andaccomplished by machine reading and scoring Cada3

forms in a matter of minutes. Ideally, OPM Canada'35

would like to score applicants in a manner This revised approach to using ACWA would
that potentially would lead to referral of a give it new meaning to employment candi-
relatively large number of candidates whose dates as well as to agencies. Currently the
qualifications for the broad occupation make examinations are hurdles that candidates must
them good candidates for the specific job. clear simply to get on lists of eligibles for
Following referral the agency would complete possible employment consideration, regard-
assessment of the referred candidates for the less of the odds of actually getting a job offer.
specific job. The agency would use assess- The revised approach would make the exams
ment tools that focus on the specific job and part of the process of assessing individuals for
job setting to determine the final ranking specific jobs for which they had applied.
order of the candidates. The appropriate Coming later in the assessment process,
ACWA examination could then become one of instead of at the beginning, being asked to
the tools used. take the examination would signal tangible

OPM is planning to make use of the ACWA interest in the candidate by the agency.

exam optional at the agency's discretion. For agencies with large numbers of ACWA
MSPB agrees with giving managers discretion jobs to fill periodically (such as the Internal
on the use of the examination but believes that Revenue Service or the Immigration and
the decision should not be arbitrary. Rather, it Naturalization Service), OPM has offered to
should be rationally based on the number of maintain registers if the agencies wish it to do
candidates referred and the number of vacan- so. Thus, in these situations, a pool of rated
cies to be filled. and ranked candidates would be available to

Use of the exam should always be permitted, meet those periodic needs.

and should at least be strongly encouraged as OPM's proposal represents a major departure
the number of applicants being considered from how the Federal Government now hires
increases. The ACWA examinations are the any employees, much less those for ACWA

35U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, "To Meet the Needs of the Nations: Staffing the U.S. Civil Service and the Public Service of

Canada,' January 1992, pp. xii and 23-27.
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jobs. The approach is not without its costs or Outstanding Scholar authority; (b) would lead
risks. It has some potentially high initial to selections based on criteria that are objective
investment costs for agencies, primarily in and job-related; (c) would allow agencies to
helping to develop the rating schedules for recruit, consider, and reach a large candidate
measuring candidates against occupation- pool, including the many potential applicants
specific criteria, and in determining and who don't have the academic standing re-
developing the additional tools that would be quired to be designated as Outstanding Schol-
used to conduct the job-specific assessment. ars; and (d) would represent a staffing process
Beyond the start-up costs, conducting the job- that satisfies the specific statutory requirement
specific assessments will add a continuing for adequate public notice as well as the
agency cost. statutory merit system principles of fair and

Further, care will have to be taken to ensure open competition and selection based on

that the vehicles used to announce the job relative merit.

vacancies provide realistic information in a OPM's proposal seems to be a fitting answer
timely manner. The process for filling each to the current challenge to "reinvent Govern-
job will have to be simplified and streamlined. ment." We believe it should be developed and
Administration and scoring of the appropriate implemented, even if initially only on a test
ACWA examination will have to be accom- basis. It seems likely that successful imple-
plished quickly, as. will reporting of the scores mentation of this proposal could set the stage
to the agency. for similar revisions in the use of other exami-

The potential gain from this revised approach nations now administered by OPM.

is substantial: a real link between agency
recruiting and hiring; a good merit basis for 7. Selection Through the Co-operative
selections; and a better use of a proven selec- Education Program Authority
tion tool than is now the case. Like the Outstanding Scholar hiring authority,

Although OPM hasn't presented this pro- the Co-operative Education Program, or Co-op
posed approach as one that would justify program, focuses on students. Howex •r, it
terminating the Outstanding Scholar author- differs from the Outstanding Scholar provi-
ity, we see case examining for ACWA jobs as sion in five fundamental ways:
having the potential for that result. Given our
reservations about using GPA or class stand- a. Individuals are included in the program
ing as a selection tool, we believe that termina- ation;
tion of the Outstanding Scholar authority
would be appropriate once there is a better b. Co-op appointments are initially Sched-
way to fill ACWA jobs through "normal" ule B excepted service appointments
competitive procedures. rather than appointments in the competi-

With proper streamlining of its procedures, tive service;

the proposed case examining approach to c. Co-op authority extends to virtually all
staffing ACWA jobs: (a) could offer agencies Federal Government occupations, not just
many of the perceived good features of the those previously covered by the PACE;
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d. The Co-op program extends to a far entered Federal service in 1992. And despite
wider range of educational levels, includ- its relatively low level of use, for the reasons
ing: college or university students pursu- discussed below, most agencies regard it
ing graduate degrees, bachelor's degrees, highly.
and associate degrees; students pursuing Why include this program in our study? It's
certificates or diplomas from accreditedcollegtifies ordiplomas from accredited trunlikely that any of the staffing changescolleges or from accredited trade, techni- recommended by the National Performance
cal, business, or vocational schools; and reomndbyteNinaPrfmncstudet pursuingss, hrvocatig schoolsdiploReview will affect the Co-operative Education
students pursuing high school diplomas; Program. However, the recommendation toreduce overall Federal employment will likely

e. Upon successful completion of the pro- reduce co-op opportunities in many agencies.
gram (including both the work and Our review does identify some changes that
academic requirements), the agency may could be made in conversion eligibility to
give the individual a competitive service make this good program even better.
appointment without competition. The Co-op program combines academic study

Figure 8 shows that, proportionately, this and on-the-job work experience. The many
program represents one of the lowest intake private and other public employers who offer
sources covered by this report. Nonetheless, it co-operative education opportunities in a
was the means through which over 1,000 new number of educational settings find that the
professional or administrative employees program offers a great return for their invest-

Figure 8. Selections Through Conversion of
Co-operative Education Program Participants

1984 1992

Co-operathve Educ. Co-operative Educ.
1 % 4%

The Other SouThOte o
99% 6

N = 40,610 N = 26,064
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ment. Federal agencies are no exception. At the agency's option, they may also receive
Because our study's focus was on filling training, tuition assistance, and payment for
professional and administrative jobs, our transportation between school and the
discussion is limited to its application on worksite. Students' work schedules may be
college and university campuses. such that they work one semester and go to

Agencies wanting to offer co-operative educa- school the next, or they may work part-time

tion opportunities must first enter into a while maintaining at least a half-time aca-
demic load. Such details are worked out

written agreement with the college or univer- ben t h emplo age the ool

sity. That agreement spells out the obligations and the student.

of the agency, the school, and the student.

The basic agreement generally includes infor- The students gain an opportunity to learn
mation about whether the student will receive first-hand about working in their chosen
academic credit for the work periods and, if academic field or area of work interest. Work
so, what documentation and progress reports responsibilities increase as they grow in
the employer will provide. It states the nature knowledge and practical experience. Ideally,
of the work to be performed, wl'ere the work the academic and practical portions of their
will be performed, the number of work hours program complement each other. During all
required to satisfy the program, and the this, the students are not only learning about
field(s) of academic study that will make the nature of work in their chosen fields, but
students eligible for the agency's Co-op also are learning about whether they really
program. want to work in those fields.

Once the agency and school have agreed on For some students, a Co-op appointment
the terms, the school assists the agency in means the difference between being able to
announcing the employment opportunities afford a college education and not being able
and recruiting students. Neither veterans to afford one. Finally, in an era when many
preference nor the rule of three apply. college graduates are finding job hunting

The following comment from one agency difficult after graduation, successful Co-op

summarizes some of the positive aspects of graduates have an inside track for permanent

this authority: employment (although not a guaranteed job)
with the employing agency.

[Co-op] is a win-win arrangement for both
students and agencies. * * * An added long- Agencies using the Co-op program benefit in a
term benefit is that even students who are not number of ways. First, they stretch their
in the Co-op program are introduced to the recruiting dollars because they are able to use
idea of working for the Federal Government. the participating school to do the actual re-
This makes the program a good public rela- cruiting. And, according to several agencies,
tions tool for establishing long-term relation- participating in the Co-op program has aships with schools. strongly positive effect on an agency's

oncampus image, which directly affects their
Students selected for this program receive ability to interest other students in working
salary and benefits for their periods of work. for them.
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Then too, agencies are able to train prospec- Co-op program. After all, the student work
tive employees on the job and observe their periods give agencies considerable opportu-
performance at an annual salary cost well nity to observe performance and decide if the
below that of a full-time permanent employee. individual would be a good addition to the
They benefit from the work performed by Co- permanent workforce. Our analysis of 1984
op participants without having to have "FTE entrants still in the workforce in 1992 indicates
ceiling" against which to charge them.6 In that the Co-op contingent who entered Federal
those occupational fields where technology or service as GS-5's or GS-7's measured slightly
knowledge is changing quickly, agency per- better overall on our seven quality indicators
manent employees benefit from the new than did individuals selected from most other
perspectives that the students bring into the sources. We also found that Co-op entrants
workplace, and in many occupations and job who were selected as GS-9's measured "aver-
settings there may be a boost in energy intro- age" on all seven quality indicators, but the
duced by the presence of young talent. number of such selections was so small that

these results are of questionable value.
If a student is attracted to the agency because

of its mission, organization culture, and how it Even a good hiring mechanism isn't without
treats the student during the Co-op period, it problems, and Co-op is no exception:
is easier for that agency to attract that student 0 Because of the annual nature of the
permanently upon graduation. This is doubly Federal budget process and because
so because under Co-op, after the student agencies may undergo changes in their
completes all program requirements, the mission priorities, many managers find it
employing agency may (but is not required to) difficult to plan for intake of Co-op
convert the student without competition from students.
the Schedule B excepted appointment to an
appointment in the competitive service. M Many managers also find it difficult to

plan for the students' utilization during
Half of the agencies that received our ques- work periods, especially since the work
tionnaire reported that the Co-op program schedules can vary significantly.
contributes positively to their affirmative
employment efforts. Our analysis of 1992 and w Agencies may lose their investment in

1984 entrants support this view: just over training and mentoring of Co-op students

one-fourth of all Co-op entrants into profes- if the students decline job offers after

sional or administrative jobs in 1992 were graduation. (However, agencies are no

minorities, while the figure for 1984 was more obligated to offer jobs than students

almost one-third. Interestingly, almost half of are to accept them.)

the Co-op entrants each year were women. N Conversion to a competitive service job is

It shouldn't be surprising that almost half of dependent upon having a vacant position

the agency responses to our questionnaire for the individual upon completion of all

called attention to the high quality of the program requirements. If a job offer can't

permanent employees they hired through the be made within 120 days of the student's

36 Federal agencies are subject to a management control called "FTE ceiling," which is a maximum number of full-time, or full-time
equivalent, positions that may be filled each fiscal year. Co-op students are not counted as part of this limit.
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completion of degree requirements, the (or who previously have been) Federal em-
"window for conversion" is irrevocably ployees. It's also important to note that for
closed. This point was the focus of the purposes of this study, our focus was on
most frequent agency suggestion con- internal selections that result in first entry into
cerning changing Co-op rules. Eight the professional or administrative career
agencies suggested that OPM should fields. Our discussion, therefore, is limited to
either extend the time limit or delegate to those instances where the selected individuals
agencies the authority to extend it on a enter their first professional or administrative
case-by-case basis. jobs from jobs that were not professional or

Two agencies suggested reducing the number administrative. In most instances, the move-
ment would have been from a clerical or aof hours that must be worked by Co-op stu- technical job. We were not concerned in this

dents pursuing 2-year associate degrees, some

of whom would be qualified for jobs covered study with the normal competitive promotion

by this study. These two agencies pointed out of individuals within their career fields.

that students in 2-year associate degree pro- Figure 9 reflects the extensive use of merit
grams must work the same minimum 1,040 promotion procedures as a means of entry
hours under the Co-op program that are into professional or administrative jobs.
required of students in 4-year bachelor's Translated into real numbers, over 5,600
programs. However, they noted, Co-op individuals entered their first professional or
students in other degree or certificate pro- administrative jobs through merit promotion
grams of less than 4 years' duration are re- processes in 1992, up from over 4,800 in 1984.
quired to work only 640 hours to satisfy the Although it's possible for an individual to
program's requirements. These agencies enter his or her first professional or adminis-
believe that applying the 640 hour require- trative job through merit promotion at any
ment to students in 2-year associate degree g 7
programs would be equitable. grade between GS-5 and GS-15,3 more than 9

of every 10 such selections in 1984 were at or

We believe that the agency suggestions con- below GS-9. Nearly two-thirds were at the
cerning both extending the "window for entry-level GS grades 5 and 7. This shouldn't
conversion" and reducing the number of be surprising, since it is difficult to qualify for
hours that must be worked by Co-op students a professional or administrative job above the
pursuing 2-year associate degrees address entry level when seeking to move from a
valid concerns that warrant attention by OPM. technical position and even more so when

trying to move from a clerical one.

8. Selection Through Internal Placement It is surprising that in 1992 the proportion of
(Merit Promotion) merit promotion selections who entered at

In contrast to the other staffing mechanisms higher grades rose. Only about three-fourths

covered by this report, merit promotion of 1992 merit promotion entrants were se-

applies only to individuals who already are lected at or below GS-9, and only about one-

37 For example, some technical jobs reach GS grades 12, 13, or 14 and are filled with individuals qualified to hold professional
(primarily engineering) jobs in the same field. Some internal (merit promotion) movement from technical to professional jobs takes
place annually at these higher grades.
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Figure 9. Selection of Internal Candidates
Through Merit Promotion Procedures

1984 1992
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third of the total were at GS-5 or GS-7. We procedures) or (2) consider both internal and
have no information that helps explain the external candidates (thus using merit promo-
increased use of merit promotion procedures tion procedures and appropriate external
to select employees at the higher grades. hiring mechanisms concurrently). Thus, in
Under OPM's regulations, agencies develop staffing decisions Federal managers are free to

e it io g decide whether to limit consideration to
generally called merit promotion plans. In current employees or to go outside for "new
some instances, specific provisions of agen- blood," or to do both. (Realistically, this
cies' merit p ecifi polans may be deter- decision may be influenced or dictated by such
cines' mithromghnotiationlns mayh beio. dconsiderations as budget constraints or hiring
mined through negotiations with unions.

However, each agency plan must meet five freezes.)
broad OPM requirements that collectively are Selection through merit promotion procedures
intended to ensure fairness and equity in the gives the agency a greater degree of control
plan's application. over the candidate pool than is found in

One of those five requirements grants manag- outside hiring through registers. And in
ers the discretion to decide whether to (1) almost all agencies, the number of candidates
consider only internal candidates (which which the manager can consider is greater
generally means using only merit promotion than the "top three available" required by the
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rule of three for new hires. Finally, veterans manager conducts whatever further assess-
preference has no effect, since for hiring ment he or she considers necessary (usually in
purposes it applies only to initial entry into the form of record review, reference checks,
the Government. and interviewing of candidates), and then may

OPM regulations establish controls on eligibil- select anyone on the certificate.

ity for promotion consideration. Internal Unfortunately, the quality of the tools used to
applicants must meet the appropriate OPM conduct the initial and final screens of candi-
qualification standards for the job, and they dates isn't always very good. Particularly
must have served for a minimum time in their when used to assess individuals who are
current grades. Collectively, these require- trying to change career fields, merit promotion
ments now limit the applicant pool, although screening tools tend to be less objective-and
action on recommendations of the National less predictive of future work performance-
Performance Review may reduce these limits than the tools generally used for initial hir-
in the future. ing.3 In most instances, candidate selection

Typically, candidates are evaluated through a through merit promotion could be strength-

process that resembles "case examining," with ened by the application of standard assess-

the candidate evaluation process often being ment tools (such as written tests or standard

carried out by a promotion panel composed of rating schedules) that are generally available

one or more people. The selecting manager when agencies hire individuals from outside

may participate only indirectly in this first the Government.

evaluation by taking part in preparing the The merit promotion process was included in
assessment instrument, called a crediting plan, OPM's study of staffing timeliness mentioned
which determines both the knowledge, skills, in earlier sections of this chapter. According
and abilities (KSA) factors that are important to that study, the competitive merit promotion
to the job and the kinds of experience, train- process is not very fast. With an average "fill
ing, or other activities that will be credited as time" of more than 77 days, 39 it is second only
meeting the KSA factors. to "civil service certificates" in the average

Once the initial screening is completed the amount of time required to fill a job. While it
selecting manager receives a promotion is likely that lower-graded jobs often can be
certificate, which serves the same purpose as a filled more quickly than higher-graded ones, it
"certificate of eligibles" from OPM or a del- is still clear that the potential control agencies
egated examining unit for outside hiring. The gain from using merit promotion procedures
number of names on this promotion certificate comes at a timeliness price.
may vary; it would not be unusual for five or With one of every three 1992 merit promotion
more to be included. Following the agency's selections being a minority, selection through
merit promotion plan requirements, the these procedures was the best means that year

3 For a discussion of how this affects a specific occupation, see MSPB's report titled "Workforce Quality and Federal Procurement:
An Assessment," July 1992. In that report the effect of selecting support personnel for professional procurement jobs is discussed
beginning on p.25, and a recommendation concerning the need to improve internal selection processes is found on p.52.

3 U.S. Office of Personnel Management, "Federal Staffing Timeliness: OPM Governmentwide Review," October 1992, pp. 12-13. The
exact figure was 77.3 days.
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for achieving affirmative employment goals. applicants has led OPM to authorize direct
In 1984 the figure was about one out of every hiring for clerical and secretarial jobs. College
five selections. This was by far the best means graduates applying for those jobs are often
both years for women to enter professional or snapped up by agencies. After working long
administrative jobs. For both years the figure enough to demonstrate their capabilities (and
was about 70 percent. It should be remem- to avoid violating OPM restrictions on chang-
bered, however, that these were not additions ing jobs within 90 days of selection), many of
to the Federal workforce, but redistributions these applicants are selected through merit
upward of current employees, which is itself promotion procedures for professional or
very significant. administrative jobs.

Why is merit promotion popular with manag- The "back door" label is applied to this ap-
ers as a means of filling professional or admin- proach because the individuals initially enter
istrative jobs? One reason they like this Federal service by being examined for apti-
method, particularly in recent years, is related tude or abilities appropriate for one kind of
to the lack of growth-or actual decline-in work and subsequently gain their actual target
the number of positions and employees in jobs through competition that is restricted to
most Federal agencies. When dollar or per- Federal employees only. Most move from
sonnel ceiling constraints prevent hiring new clerical to administrative jobs. Three large
employees to replace ones lost over time, departments specifically identified this ap-
agencies turn to the existing workforce to proach as a key value of the merit promotion
provide these replacements. Although this process.
ultimately creates vacancies in support jobs The 23 agencies that received our question-
that may go unfilled, it provides a way to staff naire were more divided on the pros and cons
professional and administrative jobs. of merit promotion than any of the other
A second reason that managers may find this staffing mechanisms covered by this report.
source attractive is the apparent richness-in In many instances, what several agencies
terms of experience and education-of the viewed as a strength was viewed by others as
supply of applicants in these support jobs. a problem or was seen as causing a related
Managers have the opportunity to observe the problem. Table 6 reflects the scope and
competence of these employees and to iden- strength of these differences.
tify those who demonstrate the potential to
perform in the higher-level jobs. Yet a third The quality question raised in the preceding
reason is that merit promotion is a proven table by eight agencies calls attention to a
vehicle through which to meet affirmative phenomenon we noted during our data analy-
action goals. sis: overall, 1984 merit promotion selectees

This mechanism has long been viewed as a generally had ratings above average on many

"back door" way for college graduates to enter of our seven quality indicators (especially on

Federal professional and administrative jobs. quality step increases earned, performance

In many locations a shortage of qualified
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Table 6. Agency Views of the Strengths and Problems of Using Merit Promotion to
Select Individuals for Their First Professional or Administrative Jobs

Number of Agencies Number of Agencies
Saying Saying

Factor or Attribute Mentioned atw" 'Ia oblm

1. a. Agency has control over the process .................................... 8........................ 0

but
b. Process places heavy time and/or resource demands

on the agency ...................................................................... 0 .......... ............. 10

2. Im poses lim its on applicant pool ............................................. 0........................ 8

3. Quality of candidates referred ............................................... 15........................ 8

4. Individuals selected already know organizational

culture and how Government functions ................................ 10........................ 0

5. a. Boosts morale for existing workforce ................................. 14........................ 0
but

b. Perceptions of preselection cause dissention ........................ 0........................ 4

6. a. Allows development of existing staff ................................... 13........................ 0

but
b. Takes more effort to retrain the people

who are selected through this process .................................. 0........................ 2

NOTE: Rows may not total 23 because some agencies viewed the factor or attribute as neither a strength nor a problem.

ratings and numbers of awards given), but Despite the problems that the merit promo-
they consistently rated below average or well tion process may cause agencies when using
below average in the number of promotions it to select employees for their first profes-
received since selection. To the extent that sional or administrative jobs, it's dear that
merit promotion is a prime source for thou- this process is a valuable tool for managers.
sands of selections each year, the implications It's equally clear that it's valuable to the
of this observation are significant. We discuss internal applicant pool from which the
this point more fully in the chapter on quality agency managers draw.
issues.
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In this chapter we consolidate and highlight tables 7 and 8. Table 7 shows minority intake
information about how the staffing authorities in 1984 and 1992 (and therefore for 1984
have affected the mix of (a) nonminorities and includes the now-abolished Schedule B-PAC
minority group members, and (b) men and authority), while table 8 refines the 1992
women in the Federal professional and admin- information to provide information for Race/
istrative workforce. Because initial intake and National Origin groups.
retention over time both affect workforcerepresentation, we discuss both. Our intake Selection from OPM certificates made the least

discussions focus on 1992 (using 1984 only for proportional contribution to affirmative em-
comparisons where appropriate), while our pome in po fessona and adminisoatie
retention discussions focus on individuals jobs in both 1984 and 1992. Even so, the 16whn were appointed in 1984. percent minority intake in 1992 is about the

same as the roughly 14 percent of the 1990
national civilian labor force that is outside the

Iffects on Minority Representation "white not of Hispanic descent" group shown
Intake During 1992 earlier in table 1.

There are clear differences in the effect of the One key point highlighted by tables 7 and 8 is
six still-current authorities on minority group that, in 1992, the difference in the minority
intake. These differences are highlighted by intake rates for selections from OPM certifi-

Table 7. Effect of Each Appointment Source on Minority Intake, 1984 and 1992

Percent of Selections Who Were Mt.griti=

OPM Certificate 15 16

Agency Certificate (Delegated Examining) 17 19

Direct Hire 19 23

Schedule B-PAC Authority 33

Outstanding Scholar Authority 23 17

Co-operative Education Program 31 26

Internal Selections (Merit Promotion Program) 21 33

"Authority was abolished in June 1990.
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Table 8. Effect of Each Appointment Source on Intake of Specific RNO Groups, 1992

Percent
Percent White Percent Asian/Pacific Percent
Not of Hispanic African- Island Percent Native

Abpgintme~t Source Decent Amecrm American L AeCan

OPM Certificate 84 8 4 4 1

Agency Certificate 81 9 5 4 1

Direct Hire 77 8 8 5 2

Outstanding Scholar 83 8 3 5 s

Co-operative Education 73 11 6 7 1

Internal Selections
(Merit Promotion Program) 67 21 3 7 2

Less than .5 percent.

NOTE: Rows may not total 100 percent because of rounding.

cates, agency certificates, and the Outstanding clearly a major source for new professional or
Scholar authority was small. On a propor- administrative employees. Because merit
tional basis, all three of these mechanisms promotion involves moving Federal employ-
were iess effective in bringing minority group ees from other career fields (typically clerical
members into professional and administrative or technical where minority employees often
jobs than either direct hire or the Co-op pro- are clustered), it's also clear that this mecha-
gram. However, all five of these external nism is a key to upward mobility.
selection authorities paled by comparison to A comparison of the selection profiles result-
selection from within the Federal workforce ing from OPM certificates and the Outstand-
through merit promotion procedures. ing Scholar authority is interesting. Since

In 1992 one out of every three individuals Outstanding Scholar is a court-approved
selected through merit promotion for initial alternative hiring procedure established by the
entry into a professional or administrative job Luevano consent decree, we anticpated finding
was a minority group member, up from one that it would bring i. a re!a"-vely high propor-
out of five in 1984. Since there were more tion of minorities in general and African-
than 5,600 merit promotion selections that Americans and Hispanics (the two groups
moved individuals into professional or ad- who brought the suit leading to the consent
ministrative jobs in 1992, this mechanism was decree) in particular.
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In 1984, when the authority was relatively uct of three interrelated dynamics: (1) agen-
new, 23 percent of the Outstanding Scholar cies have increased their use of an authority
hires were minorities. Fifteen percent were that, by its strict qualifications requirements,
African-Americans; 5 percent were Hispanic- limits the number of potential applicants in
Americans; 2 percent were Asian-Pacific the selection pool; (2) there is already a rela-
Island Americans; and 1 percent were Native tively small proportion of minority students
Americans. On a percentage basis, these on many campuses; and (3) with the passage
figures made Outstanding Scholar one of the of time, in many agencies emphasis on focus-
three best entry means for all minority groups ing on minority groups when using this
in 1984. However, this authority accounted authority may well have declined.
for only 1 percent of the 40,610 selections in Whatever the reasons, at least in 1992, the
1984. This translated into a total of only about plain fact is that agencies didn't use the Out-
400 appointments through Outstanding standing Scholar authority in a way that
Scholar in 1984, so the actual numbers in the would make it a major contributor to improv-
various minority groups hired through this ing minority employment Governmentwide.
authority were small. Minority group applicants that year were
Total Federal professional and administrative more likely to enter professional or adminis-
selections dropped to 26,064 in 1992. How- trative jobs in higher proportions through all
ever, use of Outstanding Scholar increased other mechanisms studied except OPM certifi-
substantially that year, accounting for 9 per- cates.
cent of the selections (about 2,345 selections).
But as we've already noted, in 1992 Outstand-
ing Scholar was one of the three authorities Retention of 1984 Entrants
least likely to bring minorities into the profes- Table 9 provides a summary comparison of
sional or administrative workforce. African- the class of 1984's retention rates for minority
American hiring accounted for virtually all of and nonminority employees appointed
the percentage decrease in minority group through the various staffing authorities, as
hiring in 1992 (8 percent compared to 15 well as an overall figure for all of the authori-
percent in 1984). Hispanic-Americans held ties combined.
steady at 5 percent; Asian-Pacific Island
Americans increased to 3 percent, and Native As table 9 shows, the retention rate for minor-
Americans dropped to less than one-half of ity group members is as high as (or higher
one percent. Because of the much larger than) the retention rate for nonminorities. The
number of Outstanding Scholar hires in 1992, exception, Co-op, accounts for such small
the actual numbers of hires for each minority numbers of hires that its effect on the overall
group increased compared to the 1984 num- retention rate is negligible.
bers, even in cases where the percentages In some instances we noted interesting pat-
dropped. terns within the various authorities. For
The proportional decrease in minority hiring example, minority retention increased slightly
through Outstanding Scholar may be a prod- (from 66 percent for selections at GS-5 or GS-7
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Table 9. Retention of Minority and Nonminority Employees. by Appointing Authority
and Overall, for Individuals Appointed in 1984

Percent Still Federally Employed in 1992 Who Are:

Minority Nonminority

Appointmnt Surce ru ru

OPM Certificate 68 65

Agency Certificate (Delegated examining) 72 69

Direct Hire 71 64

Schedule B-PAC Authority 69 68

Outstanding Scholar Authority 76 65

Co-operative Education Program 71 74

Internal Selections (Merit Promotion Program) 79 76

ALL OF THESE SOURCES COMBINED 71 67

NOTE: Table is based on 36.347 employees for whom RNO data were recorded.

to 73 percent for selections at GS-13 and When we looked at the RNO subgroups by
above) as the grade at which the employees authority, we found only a few trends. For
were selected increased, but no similar pat- example, within the Schedule B-PAC author-
tern was found for nonminorities. However, ity the four subgroups (African-American,
when direct hire was examined by grade, we Asian-Pacific Island American, Hispanic, and
found that the retention rate decreased for Native American) all had retention rates
both minority and nonminority employees as about equal to the rates for nonminorities.
the grade at which employees were selected When the various minority groups and the
increased. Retention rates for merit promo- nonminority group were examined without
tion selections were generally very similar regard to either the grade at which selected or
regardless of grade of the job for which the the selection authority, we found that their
employees were selected or the minority/ retention rates were remarkably similar.
nonminority status of the selected employees. They all clustered around an average rate of

68 percent.
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Effects on Representation of Women As was the case with minorities, women made

Intake During 1992 their best gains through merit promotion. In
1992 nearly 7 of every 10 merit promotion

Women fared better overall in 1992 than in selections were women. Most likely, this is
1984 in entering professional and administra- largely because women comprise the majority
tive jobs through the authorities we looked at. of the clerical and technical pools from which
In the aggregate, 40 percent of the 1992 selec- most of these selections are made. The three
tions were of women, up from 35 percent in authorities least likely to lead to selecting
1984. As they did for minority groups, the women in 1992 (OPM certificate, agency
various authorities differed (with the excep- certificate, and direct hire) achieved rates of
tion of Co-operative Education) between 1984 close to 40 percent. The two other external
and 1992 in their effect on bringing women hiring mechanisms-the Co-op program and
into professional and administrative jobs. Outstanding Scholar-achieved rates of close
These differences are shown in table 10. to 50 and 60 percent respectively. Clearly,

merit promotion is an important upward

Table 10. Effect of Each Appointment Source on the Intake of Women. 1984 and 1992

Percent of Selections Who Were Women

Appointment Source 1984 12

OPM Certificate 31 38

Agency Certificate (Delegated Examining) 23 39

Direct Hire 25 38

Schedule B-PAC Authority 46 *

Outstanding Scholar Authority 61 57

Co-operative Education Program 47 47

Internal Selections (Merit Promotion Program) 71 67

ALL OF THESE SOURCES COMBINED 35 40

Authority was abolished in June 1990.
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mobility path in the eyes of both selecting 212 in 1984. This difference occurred because
officials and employees seeking to break out the total number of Co-op selections in 1992
of more limited career fields. was more than double the number in 1984.

At 46 percent in 1984, the Schedule B-PAC
authority was a good entry source for women Retention of 1984 Entrants
that was no longer available in 1992. The Table 11 provides a summary comparison of
increase in 1992 over 1984 in the percentage of the retention rates of men and women by the
women selected through OPM certificates may various staffing authorities, as well as an
be partially explained by the demise of Sched- overall figure for all of the authorities com-
ule B-PAC. The ACWA examination series bined.
replaced that special authority, shifting many
applicants to exams that lead to OPM certifi- Clearly, Federal agencies retained proportion-
cates. ately fewer women than men from the more

than 40,000 member class of 1984. Interest-
Sometimes percentages tell only part of a ingly, however, the retention rates for merit
story, as in the case here for the Co-op pro- promotion selections (from within the Federal
gram. When rounded, the percentages of workforce) are identical for both sexes. At
women selected was identical for both 1984 least in part, this may reflect a commitment to
and 1992. However, 457 women were selected Federal employment these individuals made
through Co-op in 1992, compared with only even before they were selected for their profes-

Table 11. Retention ot Men and Women, by Appointing Authority and Overall, for Individuals Appointed in 1984

Percent Still Federally Emplayed in 1992 Who Are:

Ann urc Women M

OPM Certificate 55 70

Agency Certificate (Delegated Examining) 63 71

Direct Hire 52 77

Schedule B-PAC Authority 67 69

Outstanding Scholar Authority 70 65

Co-operative Education Program 68 83

Internal Selections (Merit Promotion Program) 77 77

ALL OF THESE SOURCES COMBINED 67 71
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sional or administrative jobs. That reasoning among authorities for men and women, it
may also contribute to this group's relatively appears likely that other dynamics are also
high retention rate. The same argument may involved. Whatever the causes, there are two
help account for the relatively high retention key points to note: (1) among authorities that
rate for individuals selected through the Co- lead to hiring from outside Government, the
op program (since they had an opportunity to ones that accounted for two-thirds of 1992
explore-and presumably find that they hiring (OPM certificate, agency certificate, and
liked-working for the Government during direct hiring) had the lowest retention rates for
their work periods before completing their women appointed in 1984; and (2) selection
degree requirements). through merit promotion led to the highest

Although six of the seven authorities lead to retention rate of women, and balance in the

selection from outside Federal service, four of retention of men and women.

them accounted for 96 percent of the hiring of
women and over 98 percent of the hiring of Representation Issues Summarized
men into professional or administrative jobs in
1984. These four authorities are OPM certifi- When intake and retention are factored to-
cate, agency certificate, direct hire, and Sched- gether, it's clear that the various authorities
ule B-PAC. For three of these authorities, have different effects on the representation of
there is a strong imbalance in the retention of minorities and women in the Federal profes-
men and women. Each of these three-OPM sional and administrative workforces.
certificate, agency certificate, and direct hire- White males had higher intake rates than any
is an entry vehicle for professional and admin- other category selected through OPM certifi-
istrative occupations at all grade levels. In cates in both 1984 and 1992, and the highest
contrast, the Schedule B-PAC authority, from retention rates. While minority intake and
which men and women entrants were retained retention from the OPM certificate category
at about the same rates, was an entry path for were roughly level during the study period,
a wide range of predominantly administrative women in that group made some gains in
jobs only at GS grades 5 and 7. It's possible intake in 1992 over 1984. These gains will
that the Schedule B-PAC authority's more translate into meaningful improvement in the
limited occupational and grade coverage representation of women only if retention of
contributed to the differing retention rates women hired in 1992 improves over the 1984
between it and the other three authorities. figure.

Although the Outstanding Scholar provision Minorities fared about as well under agency
actually led to higher retention of women than certificates as under those issued by OPM.
men, in 1984 it was a minor intake source. Women again made gains in hiring in 1992
Since total hiring through this source has over 1984. However, they will again have to
increased in recent years, it potentially repre- show improvement in retention over the class
sents a key source for long-term women of 1984 rate for agency certificate selections for
employees. those gains to be real in the long term.

While workplace-related dynamics may Minority intake under the direct hire authority
contribute to retention differences between was somewhat better in 1992 than in 1984, and
men and women, as well as to differences their retention from 1984 was better than for
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entrants through either OPM or agency certifi- any other authority in 1992. And their reten-
cates. Women made very good gains in being tion rates were equal to men's.
hired through direct hire in 1992, but theirhirelativelyglow iretehionrate fm 198, bunheir As we noted earlier, selections through merit
relatively low retention rate from 1984 under promotion don't add to or detract from the
this authority again raises questions about the diversity of the total Federal employment
long-term effect of those gains. pool. Rather, they contribute to a redistribu-
The percentage of minorities hired through tion of that pool because the individuals
the Outstanding Scholar authority declined in selected were already part of it. This redistri-
1992 over 1984, but the high retention of bution is important because it provides an
minorities from 1984 suggests they may not opportunity for upward movement of the
actually lose ground through this mechanism. individuals concerned. The merit promotion
The combination of a high percentage of selections covered by this report reflected
women being hired both years through this movement into new, more challenging career
mechanism and their high retention rate from fields, with clerical or technical employees
1984 combine to suggest that this is a good moving into professional or administrative
avenue for women. jobs. The new job fields offer opportunity for

The Co-operative Education Program was a further growth, almost always to grades

good source for both minorities and women, higher than were possible in the old jobs.

but the number of hires through this source A recent MSPB report4° highlights the impor-
each year was (and remains) so small that its tance of agencies focusing greater attention on
effect on overall representation was minimal, expanding "their efforts to develop and

For both minorities in aggregate and for advance the careers of minorities in order to

women, internal selection (merit promotion) achieve full representation at all grade levels"

appears to offer the best opportunity for as well as intensifying their recruitment of

growth in representation. Although the Hispanic men and women. Data from this

effects varied by ethnic and racial group, study show that merit promotion is a good

minority selection overall through this vehicle way to advance the careers of capable current

increased in 1992 over 1984, and minority employees, and that this approach has a
retention rates for 1984 entrants were actually positive effect on minority group members.

slightly higher than for nonminorities. Even At the same time, both the previously refer-

though the percentage of women selected enced MSPB report on the procurement
through merit promotion declined slightly in profession4' and the quality data that are
1992 over 1984, a far higher percentage of discussed next show how critical it is to use
women entered their first professional or the best available assessment tools when
administrative jobs through this source than making selections through merit promotion.

40 U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, "Evolving Workforce Demographics: Federal Agency Action and Reaction," November 1993,
pp. 39-40.

41 See Footnote 38.
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In this chapter we look at quality measures for als selected through the sources covered by

the class of 1984. To do this, we use as indica- this report.
tors of quality seven data elements drawn We supplemented the CPDF indicators with
from OPM's Central Personnel Data File. responses from 552 supervisors and managers
These are: number of promotions since entry, who, in completing MSPB's 1992 Merit Prin-
current supervisory/managerial status, num- ciples Survey, indicated that they had selected
ber of quality step increases since entry, a professional or administrative employee for
number of performance awards since 1987, a job at GS grades 5 through 15 since 1990.
average dollar amount of all performance The survey asked this group of respondents
awards, the most current performance rating, to: identify the source through which their
and average performance rating received most recent selection was made; indicate the
between 1986 and 1992. (Starting years for grade and occupational category of that
some indicators differ because OPM began selection; and rate the performance of the
collecting CPDF data for them at those times.) selected person on a scale ranging from excel-
We also collected information on individuals' lent to poor.
education at the time of selection.

Because entry grade seems to play a key part
Our seven indicators aren't all of equal impor- in how well employees do during their ca-
tance; neither can any one of them tell the reers, we organized this chapter by groups of
whole "quality" story. For example, perfor- entry grades and drew comparisons by differ-
mance ratings are a measure of how well a ent entry authorities within each entry grade
person has performed in the current job, but grouping. The grade groupings are: (a) GS
they don't necessarily offer insights into that grades 5 and 7 (entry-level grades); (b) GS
person's potential to perform work in a differ- grades 9, 11, and 12 (midlevel grades); and (c)
ent work setting, at a higher grade, or in a CS and GM grades 13, 14, and 15 (senior-level
different occupational field. grades). Where important to the analysis we

Since our seven indicators depend on judg- also provide information about each separate
ments made by numerous supervisors and grade.
managers scattered throughout the Govern- This chapter should not be read as necessarily
ment, these quality measures aren't entirely arguing that selecting officials should choose
objective. Additionally, it's possible for these one hiring authority over another when filling
measures to be influenced by factors that are a job. Since different authorities apply to
beyond the control of the employees they different jobs (and sometimes job levels), the
affect, such as the occupational field or agency choice of selection mechanism is usually
in which the individuals work. Nonetheless, dictated, at least insofar as outside hiring is
these measures can provide some indication of concerned. The clear exception is for occupa-
how successful employees have been in their tions covered by ACWA examinations, where
Government jobs. And, when we track mem- selecting officials have a choice between OPM
bers of the class of 1984 by these measures, certificates and the Outstanding Scholar
certain patterns related to (if not dependent authority. Agencies with Co-operative Educa-
upon) entry source do appear. Thus, these tion Programs also can select individuals from
indicators add information about the individu- that program for appropriate professional or
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administrative jobs after those individuals effects of the choice and its contribution to
complete the program's requirements. meeting their immediate job needs. Our

Where this chapter may be particularly in- findings should help them in viewing the
structive is in alerting selecting officials to potential long-term effects of their decisions.
quality measurement differences that we
found between selections through outside Selection at GS Grades 5 and 7
hiring authorities and selection from within
the Government through merit promotion These are entry-level grades for professional
procedures. This outside/inside choice is and administrative jobs. GS-5 is the basic
theoretically available for every selection, trainee level, while GS-7 is the advanced
although factors such as hiring freezes may trainee. All seven of the authorities covered
bar choice by preventing outside hiring. by this report apply to entry-level selections.
Similarly, the kind of job being filled (or its Two apply only to entry-level hiring. Two
grade level) may serve as a practical bar to tables in this section highlight differences
using merit promotion to select from within, among the seven authorities. Table 12 shows
When they have the choice of hiring from the major differences for selections at GS-5,
outside or from within, selecting officials while table 13 provides the same information
should consider both the potential long-term for selections at GS-7.

Table 12. Average (Mean) Values of Quality Indicators and Variance

From the Average for Each Entry Source for 1984's GS-5 Entrants

Annual
Annual Average Number of

Average Number of Dollar Quality Step Percent Who
Number of Current Performance Awards per Amount Increases per Are Now
Promotions Performance Rating Person of Each 100 Employees Supervisors

Entr Soud E=ang 19 1987-92 Award 14 aoranaga

Average value for
each quality measure-
all sources combined: 3.07 3.85 3.79 .41 $180.23 1.63 14

How each entry source varies from the average:

OPM Certificate 0 0 0 - 0 0 0

Agency Certificate - - - - 0 -

Direct Hire + 0 0 0 + 0 +

Schedule B-PAC 0 0 0 0 0 0
Outstanding Scholar 0 + + + + 0 0

Co-operative Education 0 - + + 0 +
Merit Promotion - 0 + 0 0 + 0

KEY: ++ Much higher than average 0 "Average" - Much lower than average
+ Higher than average - Lower than average
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Table 13. Average (Mean) Values of Quality Indicators and Variance

From the Average for Each Entry Source for 1984"s GS-7 Entrants

Annual
Annual Average Number of

Average Number of Dollar Quality Step Percent Who
Current Performance Awards per Amount Increases per Are Now

Number of Performance Rating Person of Each 100 Employees Supervisors
SS Promotions BaUng 1986-91 1987-92 Award 198492 LMmag

Average value for
each quality measure-
all sources combined: 3.66 3.82 3.80 .46 8228.76 2.18 19

How each entry source varies from the average:

OPM Certificate 0 0 0 - 0 0

Agency Certificate + - 0 0 -

Direct Hire + + 0 0 + 0 0

Schedule B-PAC 0 ~ + 0 - 0
Outstanding Scholar 0 ++ 0 + 0 0 +

Co-operative Education + 0 0 + 0 0 0

Merit Promotion - + + + 0 + 0

KEY: ++ Much higher than average 0 -Average" - Much lower than average

+ Higher than average - Lower than average

Some explanation of the tables found through- three. Thus, in late 1992 the average grade
out this chapter may be useful. First, they for 1984's GS-5 entrants was slightly above
report what has happened to the entrants in GS-12 (GS grades 6, 8, and 10 are not nor-
terms of our quality indicators between 1984, mally part of the grade progression for
when they entered their first professional or professional and administrative jobs). The
administrative job in the Government, and late average current (when the file was extracted)
1992, when the quality snapshot was drawn. performance rating was 3.85 (on a 5-point
In reporting, we use the mean, or average, scale where 5 is the highest rating), and the
value for each of the seven quality measures average performance rating for the period
we used. That average value is shown on the between 1986 (as far back as OPM's recor b
top line of each table. went for this element) and 1992 was 3.79 on

Using table 12 as an example, we see that the the same 5-point scale.

average number of promotions beyond pro- The average number of awards annually per
motion to GS-7 (which is still in the trainee employee during the 8-year period 1984-92
category) for all GS-5 entrants was just over was just under one-fourth, or just about one
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award annually for every four employees, and In all but one of the seven quality measures,
the average value of each award was a little individuals selected through this mechanism
over $180. Over the same 8-year period, 1.63 rated "lower than average" or "much lower
quality step increases were earned annually than average." To some extent these results
for every 100 employees. (Some employees may have been influenced by the occupations
may have received more than one.) Finally, involved or by the organizational culture of
table 12 shows that 14 percent of 1984's GS-5 the agencies that had delegated examining
entrants were supervisors or managers in late authority in 1984. Or they may reflect tight
1992. labor markets in 1984 for jobs where agencies

The tables in this chapter also show how, and had delegated examining authority, withThe abls i ths capte alo sow owand agencies having limited choices in their selec-
by how much, entrants through the different tios haver tei reson they sela

sources varied from the average values, tions. Whatever their reason, they raise a
Statistical tests identified the statistically challenge to agency perceptions that the
statisticalnsts identied tcontrol over staffing that delegated examining
significant differences. gives them leads to better selections.

To keep from cluttering the tables, we express It's interesting to note that entrants through
the differences symbolically rather than as the now-defunct Schedule B-PAC authority do
actual values. For example, in table 12 the not-pearnt h eaure ver y diM muh lwertha aveage sybolwasnot appear to have measured very differently"much lower than average" symbol wasfrmidvuaselcdfomOMetf-

assigned to the number of promotions that from individuals selected from OPM certifi-

merit promotion entrants received during the cates, despite the less rigorous selection

study period. While the average number of process associated with the Schedule B author-

promotions beyond GS-7 for merit promotion ity. Outstanding Scholar entrants, however,
exceeded entrants from both of these sources

entrants was 1.76, all GS-5 entrants' average in er so aw rs and per forman e ratings

was 3.07. in terms of awards and performance ratings
over 8 years, and in terms of current perfor-

Because of how the other entry sources clus- mance ratings. This suggests that the aca-
tered relative to the average, the 1.76 promo- demic achievement requirements of Outstand-
tions figure was "much lower than average". ing Scholar offer some assurance of quality
By comparison, agency certificate entrants selections.
rated "lower than average" with 2.78 promo- Until we consider the effect of education when
tions, while direct hire entrants were "higher selected, merit promotion entrants present
than average" with 4.09. Similarly, the .25 somecte t mera prox-hion than preaverage awards earned annually by individu- somewhat of a paradox-higher than average

averge ward eanedannullyby idivdu- performance ratings over past years and
als selected from agency certificates was
"much lower than average" compared with higher than average numbers of quality step

the .41 average for all selection sources, just as increases, but much lower than average

their $115.28 average value per award was promotions. We know that almost all merit

much lower than the average value of awards promotion selections are made from the

to all of 1984's GS-5 entrants. We use this clerical and technical ranks, and that more
same reporting approach in all tables in this than two-thirds are women. We also knowchaptere that this group has the lowest percentage of

college graduates among the seven authorities

Analysis of table 12 raises some questions covered by this study-which is not necessar-
about agency certificates as a selection means. ily surprising, given that college degrees
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aren't necessary for the clerical or technical The patterns for GS-7 entrants for most of the
jobs from which these entrants typically come. hiring authorities varied somewhat from those
(About 70 percent of the merit promotion who were selected as GS-5, as table 13 shows.
entrants had at least a bachelor's degree, In most cases the GS-7 entrants displayed
compared with about 84 percent for the next- small quality measurement improvements
lowest group. Even allowing for the college over those who entered through the same
graduates who use clerical hiring for "back authority at GS-5. For external hires, this is
door" entry to their goal of professional or probably related to either additional experi-
administrative jobs, this 70 percent seemssurpisinly hgh.)ence before being selected, or superior aca-
surprisingly high.) demic achievement as an undergraduate, since

Further analysis suggests that the low promo- one or the other would be necessary for
tion rate for this group is related to education individuals to qualify for hiring at GS-7.
at time of selection. Significantly, when we Individuals selected from OPM certificates did
focused only on merit promotion entrants who not uphold this pattern. Neither did selec-
had at least bachelor's degrees when they tions through Outstanding Scholar, a surpris-
were selected for the professional or adminis- ing finding because every person selected
trative jobs, we found that their promotion through Outstanding Scholar was eligible for
rate was equal to the average for all groups. appointment at GS-7. Finally, the findings for
This is a very important point for managers to agency certificate hires at GS-7 raise almost as
note, since merit promotion is the "select from many questions as they did for GS-5's with
within the workforce" alternative to hiring respect to their lower than average ratings.
from the outside. The unusual pattern found in GS-5 merit

We're still left with the paradoxical relation- promotion selections was even more pro-
ship between merit promotion entrants' nounced in the GS-7 entrant group. As table
higher than average performance ratings and 13 shows, GS-7 entrants were higher than
quality step increases but much lower than average in four of the seven measures, but
average promotion rates. Can it be that were still much lower than average in the
persons selected through merit promotion are number of promotions received.
known to be steady and hard-working, but
because of their total backgrounds too often Selection at GS Grades 9, 11, and 12
prove unable to make the complete transition
from their former occupation to their new one, In most instances these midlevel jobs repre-
and thus, on average, have not moved up the sent the full-performance, or journeyman,
career ladder as high as have the individuals grades for professional and administrative
selected through other means? Can it also be jobs. Generally, then, individuals who enter
that supervisors are using performance rat- Federal service at these grades already have
ings, awards, and even quality step increases moderate to substantial related work experi-
(QSI's) as alternative forms of reward for the ence.
internal candidates they selected to enter Table 14 displays the quality measures infor-
professional or administrative jobs-and to mation for 1984's GS-9 entrants. The Out-
whom they feel considerable loyalty-in lieu standing Scholar and Schedule B-PAC authori-
of promotion, which is the ultimate reward?
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Table 14 Average (Mean) Values of Quality Indicators and Variance

From the Average for Each Entry Source for 1984's GS-9 Entrants

Annual
Annual Average Number of

Average Number of Dollar Quality Step Percent Who
Current Performance Awards per Amount Increases per Are Now

Number of Performance Rating Person of Each 100 Employees Supervisors
SSomoUons Ban 1986-91 1987-92 Award 1984-92 gLMAna9c

Average value for
each quality measure-
all sources combined: 2.35 3.98 4.00 .43 $214.89 3.64 13

How each entry source varies from the average:

OPM Certificate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Agency Certificate 0 0 0 - - 0 0
Direct Hire + 0 0 0 0 0 0
Merit Promotion + 0 + + ++ 0

KEY: ++ Much higher than average 0 'Average" -- Much lower than average
+ Higher than average -Lower than average

ties don't apply at this grade level and are ued to vary the most from other entrants.
omitted from the table. Co-operative educa- They continued to be higher than average in
tion does apply at this grade level, but the terms of performance ratings, awards, and
number of Co-op conversions at this level quality step increases, while also continuing
was so small that the numbers couldn't be the pattern of having received a lower than
used, so that authority has also been omitted. average number of promotions. At the C-S-9

Perhaps the most interesting point evident level, however, the extent of difference in the
from table 14 is the small number of differ- number of promotions was less than at the
ences among the three external hiring lower grades.
sources. This may indicate that, once selec- Table 15 provides similar information for
tion decisions are based on measuring experi- entrants at GS-11. The "leveling" trend
ence rather than potential, the candidate among GS-9's entering through outside hiring
evaluation processes for hiring from OPM sources first noted in table 14 is even more
certificates, from agency certificates, and pronounced for GS-11's, as indicated in this
through direct hiring are generally equal in table. However, the distinction between merit
their ability to distinguish among applicants, promotion entrants and those selected

A second interesting point is that the merit through outside hiring procedures continues
promotion (internal selection) entrants contin- to be notable.
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Table 15. Average (Mean) Values of Quality Indicators and Variance

From the Average for Each Entry Source for 1984's GS-I I Entrants

Annual
Annual Average Number of

Average Number of Dollar Quality Step Percent Who
Current Performance Awards per Amount Increases per Are Now

Number of Performance Rating Person of Each 100 Employees Supervisors

SSomoion Ra 1986-91 1987-92 Awad I 2 QLM=A gm

Average value for
each quality measure-
all sources combined: 1.12 3.99 4.03 .45 8257.30 4.18 14

How each entry source varies from the average:

OPM Certificate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Agency Certificate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Direct Hire + - 0 0 0
Merit Promotion 0 0 ++ ++ ++ +

KEY: ++ Much higher than average 0 "Average" - Much lower than average
+ Higher than average - Lower than average

Table 16 completes the view of entrants at the average) being even more pronounced. At
midlevel grades by showing the information this grade level this group is rather small (76
for selections at GS-12. employees).

At this level the uniform tendencies noted
among the three external hiring sources is Selection at GS and GM Grades 13-15
somewhat less visible. Employees selected The Federal Government calls jobs at GS and
from agency certificates rate higher thanfromagecy ertfictes atehiger hanGM grades 13 through 15 "senior-level jobs."
average on four of the seven indicators, which GM g ad 13 thro gh 15 used jobmake thm sandoutsomehatcomare to The GM pay plan designation is used for
makes them stand out somewhat compared to managerial or supervisory jobs at these levels,the other external sources, and w hich contrasts b tt erp y r n e r d ni a ot eG
greatly with the lower quality picture for ranges arel identictthCsagnyhires at GS-7 and GS-9. ranges. Because relatively few individuals
agency hentered their first professional or administra-
The distinctive pattern relating to merit pro- tive jobs in 1984 at these levels, and not all of
motion selections continues at GS-12, with them42 were still in Federal service in 1992,
some of the differences (higher or lower than we've combined all of the individuals at these

grades for this analysis.

42 The number still on board in 1992 was 701. They had been selected as follows: OPM Certificate--385; Agency Certificate--190;
Direct Hire--92; Merit Promotion-34.
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Quality in Relation to Selection Source

Table 16. Average (Mean) Values of Quality Indicators and Variance
From the Average for Each Entry Source for 1984's GS- 12 Entrants

Annual
Annual Average Number of

Average Number of Dollar Quality Step Percent Who
Current Performance Awards per Amount Increases per Are Now

Number of Performance Rating Person of Each 100 Employees Supervisors
EnZI SYurc PomoiUons Baiung 1986-91 1987-92 Awad 194-9 oManaers

Average value for
each quality measure-
all sources combined: .80 3.99 4.01 .52 8355.54 3.78 16

How each entry source varies from the average:

OPM Certificate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Agency Certificate + 0 0 + + + 0
Direct Hire + 0 0 - 0 0 0
Merit Promotion - + 0 + ++ ++ 0

KEY: ++ Much higher than average 0 "Average" - Much lower than average
+ Higher than average - Lower than average

Table 17 shows the results obtained from this The pattern of higher than average perfor-
group of employees. Individuals selected mance ratings and higher than average num-
through both OPM and agency certificates bers of awards but lower than average promo-
were remarkably similar. Individuals selected tion rates held true for merit promotion
through direct hire procedures vary from selections at these grades. Interestingly,
them strongly in three of the seven measures, however, a higher than average proportion of
always in the unfavorable direction. The fact these senior-level merit promotion selections
that fewer than 100 individuals selected at GS are now supervisors or managers, and the
or GM grades 13, 14, or 15 through direct hire merit promotion selection group had a much
in 1984 were still federally employed in 1992 lower than average number of quality step
may influence these figures. Alternatively, increases.
this pronounced difference may indicate that
the more "freewheeling" direct hire proce- Q liyIuam rz
dures that were permitted in 1984 were less
successful in distinguishing high-quality Certain overall themes or patterns concerning
candidates than were the procedures that the class of 1984 deserve highlighting in this
applied to OPM and agency certificates. last section. These are observations not easily
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Table 17. Average (Mean) Values of Quality Indicators and Variance From

the Average for Each Entry Source for 1984's GS/GM Grades 13-15 Entrants

Annual
Annual Average Number of

Average Number of Dollar Quality Step Percent Who
Current Performance Awards per Amount Increases per Are Now

Number of Performance Rating Person of Each 100 Employees Supervisors
EntXSourc Promotions Baung 198691 1987-92 Awar 1984-92 orManagl

Average value for
each quality measure-
all sources combined: .97 4.08 4.17 .68 8632.60 2.50 19

How each entry source varies from the aver=ge:

OPM Certificate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Agency Certificate 0 - 0 0 0 0 0
Direct Hire - 0 0 - - 0 0
Merit Promotion + + ++ ++ - +

KEy: ++ Much higher than average 0 "Average" - Much lower than average
+ Higher than average - Lower than average

captured in the previous discussion organized We noted a significant pattern consistent with
by grade groupings. Further, some are based a finding reported in MSPB's "glass ceiling"
on information not presented in the previous report.43 That is, for selections below GS-12,
discussion. For example, minorities typically there were distinct differences in the promo-
did less well when compared with tion rates of men and women regardless of the
nonminorities, regardless of the means of source through which they were selected. Up
entry and regardless of the grade at which to this level, women were promoted less
they entered. In addition, although posses- frequently. With regard to the other quality
sion of at least a bachelor's degree appears measures, however, the results suggest that
important to promotion, possession of an women's performance was equal to, if not
advanced degree doesn't necessarily ensure better than, men's. For men and women
higher promotion rates than are obtained selected at or above GS-12, promotion rates
with a bachelor's degree. The effect of ad- and the other measures were generally equal.
vanced degrees on promotion is probably Not surprisingly, as grade level increases,
related more to occupation than to entry fewer individuals are hired into Federal
method. service. The bulk of professional and adminis-

43U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, "A Question of Merit: Women and the Glass Ceiling in the Federal Government," October 1992.
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trative hiring is at the entry-level or early received higher than average numbers of
midlevel grades (primarily below GS-11). awards, and merit promotion entrants below
Most selections at the higher grades are made GS or GM grade 13 received higher than
through promotions of individuals already in average numbers of quality step increases.)
Federal service and already in the appropriate When controlled for education, merit promo-
career field (individuals and actions that were tion entrants did as well as entrants through
excluded from this study). other sources so long as they had at least a

The significance of this observation is that it bachelor's degree. However, merit promotion

points to the importance of GS grade 5-7 and entrants are the group with the highest pro-

9-12 selections on the long-term, as well as the portion of nondegree members. Overall, the

immediate, quality of the organization. Even proportion without a degree accounted for the

though flat (or flattening) organizations are lower than average promotion rate for the

becoming the general rule, managers should entire merit promotion group.

consider the effect of their selections on both Merit promotion was a key means for first
the immediate and long-range needs of the entering professional and administrative jobs
organization. And obviously, managers in both 1984 and 1992 and probably will
should have and use the best possible selec- remain so in the future. However, our quality
tion tools. indicators data for 1984's entrants through this

This leads to a final summary observation, source highlight the importance of managers'

which is based on information presented in using careful assessment-and thus the best

the earlier sections. Regardless of the grade at possible selection tools-when drawing on

which they were selected, 1984 merit promo- this source. When filling ACWA occupations

tion entrants received on average a lower than through merit promotion, this argues strongly

average number of promotions compared with for using the appropriate ACWA examination
individuals selected through other mecha- as one of the assessment tools, since the

indiiduls eletedthrogh the meha-ACWA examinations have been shown to
nisms. These promotion rate differences were
most pronounced for CS-S and GS-7 entrants. provide valuable insights into the candidates'(This occurred despite the fact that, regardless reasoning ability-a particularly important
of grade at entry, merit promotion entrarts ability for successful performance in profes-sional and administrative jobs.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions on delegation and decentralization is closer to

Where are we now? There is widespread agree- existing today than is generally acknowl-
Whent tare that nwtheFederl hing wd spread a - edged. This point isn't often emphasized
ment today that the Federal hiring system is because, no matter who has control of the
broken and needs fixing. Trumpeting the hiring process, that process often is burdened
theme of a popular book calling for the rein- with procedural requirements which individu-
Psvention of Government, the report of the Vice ally or in combination are widely viewed as
President's National Performance Review impediments to good staffing practices. Some,
prescribes major changes in the process of such as the "rule of three" and veterans
recruiting and hiring Federal employees, preference, are statutory. Others, such as the

What appears often today to be overlooked- processes used to distinguish among candi-
or at least minimized-is that the Federal dates, are the result of Governmentwide and
hiring system has already undergone substan- agency regulations, negotiated labor-manage-
tial change. For example, while anecdotal ment agreements, and ossification of agency
information frequently cites hiring from OPM past practices. Taken together, these require-
registers, or standing inventories of candidates, ments form a shell intended to protect the civil
as a key problem, little attention is given to the service from actions not based on merit.
fact that use of this mechanism has declined. However, their practical effect may be closer
Only about one out of every 20 professional or to preventing the civil service from maturing
administrative employees (4.75 percent) hired and developing beyond its current state.
in 1992 was chosen from a register controlkc-i Where do we want to go? In 1989 we reported
by OPM. on the effects of an OPM "simplification"

Between 1984 and 1992, increased use was initiative44 that had begun several years
made of direct hiring, the Outstanding Scholar earlier. We said then that "simple" was
provision, the Co-operative Education pro- unlikely to ever be an appropriate adjective for
gram, and internal staffing as sources for the civil service system, but that decentraliza-
professional and administrative employees, tion and delegation of authority could make
while selections from agency certificates de- the system more responsive and effective. 45

creased slightly. These are all selection pro- Now, 4 years later, we believe the evidence
cesses largely run by agency personnel. supports that finding. While still anything but

These points aren't intended to minimize the simple-and certainly not yet where managers
need for change, because change is needed. and job applicants would like it to be-the
Instead, we offer them to help balance the hiring system is more responsive to the needs
understanding of where Federal staffing is of both than it was 10 or more years ago.
today. A Federal hiring approach built largely

" U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, "Delegation and Decentralization: Personnel Management Simplification Efforts in the
Federal Government,' Washington, DC, October 1989.

41 Ibid., p. 1.
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Having seized the attention of the country, the from a central authority should raise concerns
Administration is now moving quickly to about what can be expected if all agencies are
initiate and implement further Federal human granted total, or even substantial, freedom in
resource management changes it believes are their recruiting and examining processes. This
necessary to create a more responsive-and is a part of the vulnerability that requires
better-Government. This urgency is under- careful attention.
standable, since time often is the enemy of How do we get where we want to go? The title
change. However, the present unprecedented chosen for the report of the National Perfor-
rate of change in Federal personnel manage- mance Review, "Creating a Government that
ment creates a vulnerability to error that must Works Better and Costs Less," signals two
be taken into account. goals that at times may be mutually exclusive.
Learning from what others have done offers Sometimes-at least in the short term-
an opportunity to build on their successes improvements come only at higher cost. For
while avoiding the risk of reinventing their example, agencies that have accepted respon-
mistakes. With regard to staffing changes, we sibility for delegated examining report im-
believe the Federal Government would benefit provements in the selection process, but those
from the experience of the state of California, improvements came at an increased cost of
which has substantially revised its state civil scarce agency resources. This could well be
service system. The following quote from the the case where "reinventing" Federal person-
Executive Officer of the California State Per- nel management is concerned.
sonnel Board is instructive: Agencies receiving the authority to conduct

The task of government is to find a suitable their own recruiting and examining for all
balance or accommodation in its civil service positions will require the necessary resources
processes for these often conflicting interests and expertise. Agencies presently vary con-
or values. * * * One person's perceived "red siderably in their examining expertise. Reason
tape" is another person's preferred account- suggests that they will similarly vary greatly
ability system. In California we believe we in how well they perform if given greater
have approached a reasonable balance between freedom: some will do a very good job and
these competing values. However, the others will do very poorly. Further, since
changes have been evolutionary and incre- some agencies reported that they find operat-
mental rather than a cataclysm of reform.46 ing their current delegated examining offices

so resource-demandiig that they are consider-
The seven staffing methods we have discussed ing returning examining authority to OPM,

represent varying degrees of agency control there is a need to examine the implications of

over selection processes. They also have ahdecision to g aagene eve m ore

yielded different-sometimes very different- hiring authority. Finally, while some agencies

results in terms of two important workforce are pressing for total control of the staffing

considerations: quality and representative- process, others don't appear eager to take on

ness. Such disparate results from staffing this task.

authorities subject to substantial guidance this task.

I 'Hard Truths/Tough Choices: An Agenda for State and Local Reform," The First Report of the National Commission on the State
and Local Public Service, Albany, NY, 1993, p. 26.
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The prospect of agencies allocating additional ployee groups that represent those agencies'
resources to personnel offices appears un- employees; and merit-based systems and
likely. How, then, will agencies manage the procedures tailored to the uniqueness of each
additional workloads inherent in accepting agency. These are important since a Federal
greater responsibility for staffing? Recent merit staffing system operated almost solely
experience suggests that some gains can be by the many agencies will be only as strong as
made through more sophisticated use of its weakest partner.
modem office technology, and that those In June of 1993, OPM began addressing the
gains can be magnified through partnership question of its future role by issuing a state-
activities such as those that currently exist ment of "Vision and Guiding Principles."47

between OPM's Macon Staffing Service Center OPM's vision appears clearly consistent withand several agencies with delegated examin- OMsvso per lal ossetwt
ing authority. Perhaps agencies will combine the goals of decentralization and empower-
i atheirresources, orPoferhs theinca iies tlomn ment of managers. Exactly how OPM will
their resources, or offer their capabilities to participate in ensuring operation of the envi-others for a fee. Or perhaps they will have to sioned system is stiff undecided, but it's clear

take resources from other programs to supply sine system ais s u eided, b t ethe needs for this new or expanded task. that OPM must remain a key player. One
example of how OPM can fulfill its revised

Further decentralization, whether accelerated role is visible in the efforts it is currently
or not, requires common expectations among making to change how the ACWA examina-
all players. The National Performance Review tion series is used. Its proposal to change the
has articulated a series of principles to guide hiring of candidates for ACWA occupations
the change it contemplates for Federal human through case examining, with the appropriate
resource management. Those principles quite ACWA examination being used to help deter-
properly stress the increased responsibility mine the final ordering of the top group of
agency managers and their personnel staffs candidates rather than being used as a "gate-
will bear for the revised way they staff and way" that must be passed through to gain
manage the workforce. Although the final employment consideration, will both speed up
report on reinventing Federal human resource the hiring process and give agencies more
management wasn't available as this repofr control over it. As further changes in the
was completed, a draft version of that report staffing system progress, it's reasonable to
which we saw reiterated those principles, predict similar changes in the use and admin-
demanding of agencies much that isn't typi- istration of other examinations developed by
cally present today: individual managerial OPM.
authority for personnel management deci- MSPB applauds the goal of creating a more
sions, coupled with individual accountability effective, simpler, and less rule-bound system
for those decisions and the results of them; a for attracting and selecting Federal employees.
collaborative/ co-operative relationship be- We applaud the goals of making that system
tween the line managers and their supporting ultimately cost less to administer and giving
personnel staffs; a "partnership" relationship "ownership" of i es the agencies where the
between agencies and the unions and em- g

11 U.S. Office of Personnel Management, "Vision and Guiding Principles," paper presented at a conference on 'Partners for Change:

Steering Federal HRM Into the 21st Century" held at the National 4-H Center, Jun. 2-3,1993.
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work of Government is done. We caution 4. Seek court approval to abolish the court-
again, however, that as a practical matter established Outstanding Scholar appoint-
major change almost always requires an initial ing authority once case examining hiring
investment which carries with it an expecta- procedures centering on revised use of
tion of later return-and the risk of that return the ACWA examinations are in place.
being less than was anticipated. Although the 5. Revise the Co-operative Education
risk of not achieving the expected return on Program to: (a) extend the "window of
the investment costs should not impede opportunity" for conversion to a competi-
change, it does represent a very good reason tive service appointment following
for approaching that change with great care. completion of the program; and (b)

When all is said and done, if the resulting reduce from 1,040 to 640 the number of
staffing system is to meet the expectations and hours a Co-op student enrolled in a 2-
needs of our Nation, it must be fair (and year associate degree program must
perceived to be so) and understandable. It work to complete the program.
must also conform to all legal requirements, 6. Retain the resources and capacity to fulfill
and must include an oversight mechanism for its statutory requirement for an oversight
ensuring accountability, focused largely on program that ensures staffing authorities
end results. With these expectations in mind, delegated to agencies are used in accor-
we offer the following recommendations. dance with the merit system principles.

Recommendations 7. As the burden for staffing is shifted to
agencies, ensure that each agency's

The Office of Personnel Management should: system has the structure, expertise, and

1. Propose legislation leading to creI of resources necessary-including an over-

an alternative to, or abolishmer sight mechanism-to protect the prim-

statutory "rule of three." ciples of merit.

2. Place continuing emphasis on develop- Federal Departments and Independent Agen-2. Pace ontnuin emhasi ondeveop- cies should:
ment of assessment tools-perhaps on a

reimbursable basis-to be used by agen- 8. Focus attention on strategies for assisting
cies in selecting candidates for various line managers in the exercise of substan-
jobs, and provide assistance in determin- tially greater authority and responsibility
ing how and when the use of those tools for staffing.
would be appropriate. 9. Provide line managers and personnel

3. Continue the effort (begun with the office staff members with a clear under-
ACWA examination series) of finding standing of what constitutes good per-
new and better ways to use existing sonnel management practices and how
examination tools to enhance their value those practices contribute to a better,
as the move to decentralization escalates. more efficient Government.
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10. Ensure the presence of adequate exper- 12. Cooperate and collaborate fully with
tise in human resource management to OPM in the development or refinement
provide training, guidance, and technical of candidate assessment methods for jobs
assistance to the staffs responsible for the common to many Federal agencies.
staffing process. 13. Hold managers and their supporting

11. Develop and maintain an internal self- personnel office staffs clearly and pub-
evaluation capability to prevent or detect licly accountable for their staffing actions,
and correct poor personnel management and the results of those actions.
practices, including violations of appli-
cable laws or regulations.
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Appendix 1.
Two Key Rules Affecting Federal Hiring Practices

The following two broad legal requirements are central to most Federal hiring:

1. Veterans Preference

An exception to the strict order of relative merit in Federal hiring is made for individuals
-called "preference eligibles"-who are eligible for veterans preference.

There are two ways to qualify as a "preference eligible."48 One way is to be an armed forces
veteran, which means the individual qualified for a campaign medal for active duty service
during periods specified by law and subsequently was separated from the military under honor-
able conditions. Those judged to be armed forces veterans are "5-point" preference eligibles
because 5 points are added to their passing exam scores. Except under certain conditions, mem-
bers of the armed forces who retire at the rank of Major (04) or above cannot qualify as 5-point
preference eligibles.

The other way to qualify is to be: (1) a disabled veteran with a service-connected disability who
was separated under honorable conditions; or (2) under certain conditions, (a) the unmarried
widow or widower of a veteran; (b) the wife or husband of a service-connected disabled veteran;
(c) the mother of an individual who lost his or her life under honorable conditions while in the
armed forces, or (d) the mother of a service-connected permanently and tutally disabled veteran.
Persons qualifying under these conditions are "10-point veterans" because 10 points are added to
their passing exam scores.

There are some differences in how the two groups are treated. In part, the difference is based on
the nature and grade level of the job being filled. If the job is a scientific or professional one at or
above grade GS-9, all preference eligibles are placed on the list of eligibles based on their aug-
mented scores. They always are listed ahead of persons without such eligibility who have the
same rating.49 For all other jobs, disabled veterans with a service-connected disability of 10 per-
cent or more are placed at the top of the list of eligibles in order of their augmented score, which is
called "floating to the top." Their names are then followed by the names of all other qualified
applicants, in the order of their scores, including their augmenting points.

The importance of veterans preference to hiring is easy to explain: by law no person who is not a
preference eligible may be selected over a preference eligible with an equal or higher score unless
OPM agrees with the agency's reasons to "pass over" the preference eligible. The presence of
preference eligibles at the top of a register creates a situation known as "blocking the register."

48 The criteria for qualifying as a preference eligible are found at 5 U.S.C. 2108.
0 5 U.S.C. 3313.
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2. Candidate Selection and the "Rule of Three"

The Federal Government also has laws that govern both the number of names that are referred to
the selecting official and the number of referred candidates who may actually be considered for
the job.50 First, OPM is required to refer at least three names on the certificate of eligibles."1 Sec-
ond, the selecting official must select from among the highest three eligibles available for the
position unless he or she makes an objection to one of those top three candidates and OPM accepts
that objection.

The prevailing view today is that the "rule of three" imposes too great a limitation on managerial
discretion. This view is based in large measure on the belief that the examining tools presently
used lack the capability to make fine distinctions among all highly qualified candidates. Under
this reasoning, the determination of the "top three available candidates" is suspect.

The managerial discretion granted managers by the "rule of three" often is effectively eliminated
by veterans preference. Since a veteran must be selected over a nonveteran with an equal or
higher score unless OPM agrees with the reason for passing over the veteran, the presence of one
preference eligible at the top of a certificate of eligibles effectively presents a selecting official with
a "rule of one" situation, while two preference eligibles create a "rule of two" condition.

o The requirements are found at 5 U.S.C. 3317 and 3318.
sI Often, more than three names need to be referred so that the selecting official will have a choice of at least three available candi-

dates.
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Appendix 2. How Candidates are Examined and Notified
of Their Eligibility for Federal Jobs

Some Federal employment examinations involve written tests; others rely on evaluating an
individual's education and work experiences against specific job requirements. Understanding
the examining processes is important because the process used determines what steps the job
applicant must follow to be considered for employment. The examining process may also affect
how the job opportunity is advertised. The examining process also determines what the appli-
cants do when they are notified of their eligibility for employment. For example, may they subse-
quently seek out job opportunities in Federal agencies, or must they wait for an agency to contact
them with job offers?

1. The Examining Processes

a. Assembled Examinations

In plain English, an "assembled examination" is a written test. Typically, these are used to de-
velop standing inventories ("registers") of qualified applicants who may then be considered for
appointment as jobs become available. These written examinations may be administered by OPM
or by an agency with delegated examining authority.

Written tests are often an efficient way to fill large numbers of jobs located in worksites scattered
throughout the country. When taking these tests, applicants are asked to state their preferred
geographic job locations, and then are referred (in rank order) on the basis of that preference.

Lists of eligibles, based on exam scores, can be established nationally, regionally, or on the basis of
organizational structure (a whole agency or a component of one). The examination used to iden-
tify successful applicants can be scheduled at whatever frequency ensures that an adequate num-
ber of candidates are always available. Sometimes examinations are closed (not offered) for
periods of time because the registers contain far more candidates than the anticipated number of
available jobs can reasonably support. In these cases the examinations are reopened only after the
existing register is (a) depleted or (b) purged or declared void because of its age. If either of the
latter steps is taken, all persons then on the register are so notified and informed of what they
must do to remain eligible for consideration (which may mean affirming their wish to stay on the
register or may require retaking the examination).

On its face, the assembled examination is applicant-friendly in the sense that, once information
about the examination is publicized, applicants can take it and know that a high enough score
(they receive information about their scores through a "notice of results" form) offers the opportu-
nity to be considered for appropriate jobs without further effort on their part. And it provides a
large pool of new talent for managers to consider-something very important to managers, espe-
cially those in locations remote from densely populated areas.

In particular, properly developed written tests are useful in determining the relative quality of
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candidates who have little or no previous work experience. In most cases such candidates are
considered for entry-level (GS-5 trainee and GS-7 advanced trainee) jobs, and it is more appropri-
ate to judge them on their relative ability to learn how to do the job than it is to judge what they
already know about doing the work.

For the job seeker, however, there is a negative aspect to these written exams. The applications
are essentially "blind," since they are not for any specific job or location. Thus, candidates don't
know from where, much less if or when, a job offer will come. Further, there's no way candidates
can discuss the status of their applications with a selecting or appointing official, since candidates
don't know they're being considered for an actual job until someone contacts them.

The Government's most widely used assembled examination today is the Administrative Careers
With America (ACWA) examination. This examination comes in 6 versions and is used to test for
96 different entry-level job categories (the job categories are combined into 6 occupational groups
with shared attributes). There is a seventh ACWA group, involving 16 job categories which
require possession of specific education. Instead of a written examination, examining for this
seventh group follows the process discussed next under "unassembled examinations."

b. Unassembled Examinations

This term is used for the process of examining applicants through review of their qualifications
against the requirements of the job to be filled. Before filling a job, the examining office estab-
lishes a "rating schedule." A rating schedule breaks the job into its key elements and assigns
points for candidates' various levels of education or experience relevant to those key elements.
Since interested individuals submit applications for a specific job, their applications are expected
to show the extent to which they are qualified for that job.
Today, most jobs above the entry level are filled through the use of unassembled examinations.
This examining process can be used: (1) to develop a standing inventory of qualified applicants
(a register) who may then be considered for jobs at various locations or at various times; and (2)
to fill one job or a number of similar jobs all at the same time. When unassembled examinations
are used to create registers, candidates are treated like candidates in assembled examinations.

When an unassembled examination is used to fill a single job or a few similar jobs (as opposed to
filling a job from a standing register), the process is called "case examining." In many respects,
the process of case examining offers each candidate the best opportunity to show why he or she
should be selected. This is because the application is for a specific job, and the individual's
application is expected to be tailored to show how he or she matches the job's requirements.
Additionally, the fact that the application is for a specific job means the applicant can reasonably
expect to learn the outcome of the competition for the job-and knows where and to whom to
address an inquiry if such information isn't received. This usually isn't possible for a job being
filled from a standing register, since being placed on a register isn't the same as receiving a job
offer.
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There is also a negative aspect for job applicants: case examining means being considered only for
the specific job advertised. Under case examining, applicants who want to be considered for many
jobs are responsible for identifying each job opportunity and applying separately for each one.

2. Notifying Candidates of Eligibility for Selection

In many instances, the first thing qualified applicants get after applying for a Federal job isn't a job
offer.52 Instead, it's likely to be the "notice of results" mentioned earlier.

For applicants whose scores are based on examinations that lead to being placed on registers, the
"notice of results" informs them of their scores and provides information about those scores. While
the normal maximum exam score is 100, the absolute maximum (with 10 preference points added)
is 110. An individual's likelihood of being referred to an agency with a job opening, and thus of
being offered a job, will depend on: (a) his or her score; (b) what the lowest score is that the exam-
ining office is referring for selection; (c) whether he or she is a preference eligible; and (d) the
number of preference eligibles with scores equal to or above his or her score. An individual's
chances change as eligibles are added to or removed from the register over time. Even when an
individual is within reach on a certificate, a job offer isn't assured, since the agency may decide not
to fill the job from the certificate.

Unfortunately, the notice of results doesn't provide applicants with any sense of what their scores
mean for their chances of being referred for a job. Two useful pieces of information that are not
now, but would make good sense to be, included with the notice of results are: (a) the lowest score
(or average score) referred to an agency for some preceding period of time (with the time period
determined by how active the register is); and (b) the average score of all selections made during
that same time period. A third useful piece of information would be the number of selections that
agencies have made during the referenced time period.

In some shortage category situations where registers are kept, a notice of results is used to establish
an applicant's basic employment eligibility. In some instances the notice of results could then be
viewed as a "license to hunt" for a job. Armed with the notice of results, the applicant is free to
apply directly to agencies for jobs. However, unless the agency has direct hire authority (for
shortage labor market occupations) the applicant must still be within reach on a certificate of
eligibles before the agency may make a job offer.

2 This discussion is true for most, but not all, authorities governing full-time permanent employment. Exceptions are noted in the
text, as appropriate.
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Assembled Examination. A written test used to determine how well an applicant is qualified for
a job.

Blocking the Register. The term used to describe the situation when the name of a preference
eligible (defined below) appears on a register ahead of the names of persons who are not prefer-
ence eligibles. Unless the preference eligible declines the job or fails to respond to a job offer, no
one below that pr '-rence eligible on the register may be offered the job.

Certificate of Eligibles. A list, prepared by an examining office, identifying individuals who
may be considered for selection for a job. Individuals are listed in the order of their examination
scores, including augmenting points awarded for veterans preference.

Competitive Service. Jobs in the Federal executive branch, and not in the Senior Executive
Service, that by law are subject to examining processes intended to ensure selection based on
relative merit. This includes most jobs in most departments and independent agencies.

Eligibles. Individuals who, on the basis of an examination, have been determined to meet the
qualifications for appointment to a job.

Excepted Service. Jobs in the Federal executive service that by law are specifically excluded from
the competitive service and that are not in the Senior Executive Service. These jobs are grouped
into three "schedules" defined as follows: Schedule A- Positions other than those of a confiden-
tial or policy-determining character for which it is impracticable to examine; Schedule B1- Posi-
tions other than those of a confidential or policy-determining character for which it is not practi-
cable to hold a competitive examination; Schedule C- Positions of a confidential or policy-
determining character. Jobs in the excepted service are filled through procedures different from-
and generally less stringent than-those required for jobs in the competitive service.

Notice of Results. The means through which an examining office notifies successful applicants
about their examination scores and provides other information about their results as appropriate,
such as that their eligibility for employment is limited to a specific job or group of jobs at one or
more specific grade levels.

Objection. The term used to describe the process by which a selecting official can decline to
select one of the top three eligibles on a certificate. The objection must be made to, and sustained
by, OPM. An objection permits the selecting official to consider the next eligible and available
candidate.
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Office of Personnel Management. The central Federal civil service personnel office, responsible
for determining Governmentwide personnel policies and practices.

Pass Over. The process of objecting to selecting a preference eligible in order to select an indi-
vidual who is not a preference eligible. OPM must determine that the pass over is for acceptable
reasons, and the pass over reasons must be made part of the record pertaining to the preference
eligible. In certain cases, the preference eligible has a right to respond to the reasons for the
proposed pass over, and OPM must consider that response in determining the sufficiency or
insufficiency of the proposal.

Preference Eligible. An individual eligible for veterans preference.

Recruiting. The seeking out of candidates to fill jobs.

Register. An inventory of qualified applicants ("eligibles") from which an examining office
prepares certificates of eligibles for referral to selecting officials.

Rule of Three. A legally established requirement that a selecting official must select from among
the top three available candidates listed on a certificate of eligibles.

Selecting Official. The term used to identify a supervisor or manager authorized to decide who
will be offered a job.

Staffing. The processes of recruiting, examining, and referring individuals for selection into jobs,
and subsequently placing selected individuals into the jobs. Also called "hiring."

Superior Academic Achievement. A special provision that permits (but does not require)
agencies to appoint individuals hired as trainees in professional and administrative jobs at
the GS-7 (advanced trainee) level instead of the normal GS-5 (basic trainee) level. This applies to
individuals selected through competitive procedures. Application of this provision is based on
academic achievement at the bachelor's degree level. Individuals can qualify based on class
standing, grade point average, or membership in any of several national scholastic honor societies.

Unassembled Examination. The process of examining applicants through review of their
qualifications against the requirements of the job to be filled, instead of through a written
examination.
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Veterans Preference. An advantage granted by law to individuals who meet certain criteria
related to military service performed by themselves, their spouse or deceased spouse, or their
child. The qualifying conditions are listed in 5 U.S.C. 2108. This preference takes the form of 5 or
10 additional points being added to the passing score on the appropriate examination for the job to
be filled.

Working a Certificate. The term used to describe the process of contacting referred candidates
and determining their interest in the job; determining (through interviews, reference checks, and
similar methods) how well the candidates fit the job and work setting; and making a selection.
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OPM may issue a certificate of eligibles drawn from a register, or standing inventory of candi-
dates. The certificate may also be created as a result of examining candidates who applied for a
single job (or group of similar jobs) advertised under the case examining approach. In this ap-
pendix we provide more detail about what happens under either situation.

1. OPM Referrals Based on Registers

Some registers contain very large numbers of names. In such cases many candidates may have
identical scores. OPM then uses veterans preference or daily random numbers (keyed to the last
digit of the candidates' social security numbers), or both, to break ties in determining which
candidates to refer. This is particularly the case in instances where the number of candidates with
tied, high scores is large relative to the number of requests for certificates.

Sometimes numerous requests for certificates from a single register may be received and pro-
cessed by OPM in a relatively short time. When this happens, the names of a fairly large number
of candidates may be under consideration by agencies at any one time, because each candidate is
included on only one certificate at any given time. OPM permits agencies to use a process called
"name request" when requesting a certificate of eligibles. This means the agency may ask OPM
to include on the certificate the name of a specific individual if that individual's score is high
enough to be ranked among the top three eligibles. "Name request" is one way agencies can
influence the content of OPM certificates.

2. Referrals Based on Case Examining

If the job is filled through case examining instead of from a standing register, then the agency
provides OPM with information necessary to announce the job opening(s), including information
about how and where to apply and the application deadline. OPM issues the certificate of eli-
gibles after completing the examining process.

Some OPM offices make use of a special case examining situation called "shared examining."
This is used where OPM retains authority for issuing the certificate, but allows the hiring agency
substantial involvement in all steps leading up to that point.

Under shared examining, the agency prepares the job announcement, receives all applications,
and determines the basic eligibility of the applicants. Once the closing date for the announcement
is reached, the agency sends the applications of all qualified individuals to the OPM office for
ranking. In many cases, however, subject matter experts from the hiring agency will actually
perform the ranking for OPM. Once the applications are ranked, OPM prepares the certificate
and gives it to the agency so that a selection can be made.
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Although shared examining increases the hiring agency's workload, it also gives that agency an
opportunity to control much of the process. This involvement typically speeds up the process and
leads to a better job-applicant match.

OPM's San Francisco Region offers client agencies another opportunity to be heavily involved in
the case examining process leading to selection from an OPM certificate. In this situation the
region permits the hiring agency to add criteria to the rating schedule against which the applica-
tions are scored. The basic rating schedule (which OPM applies to all similar jobs regardiess of
agency) is counted as 90 percent of the total examining score, and additional (agency-unique and
clearly job-related) criteria prepared by the agency are counted as 10 percent of the score.

Carefully developed additional rating criteria permit the hiring agency to focus attention on the
unique aspects of the job (or job setting). While they shouldn't affect an individual's basic eligibil-
ity for hiring, these additional criteria may alter the order in which the candidates are ranked.
Thus, these additional criteria may improve some individuals' opportunity for employment, and
should lead to a better match between applicants and the agency's needs.

This effort by OPM's San Francisco Region is a step towards giving managers greater control over
the hiring process. While still a long way from the level of hiring control exercised by managers in
the Public Service of Canada (about which MSPB reported favorably in a 1992 report),53 this is a
positive step in the U.S. Civil Service worth noting.

3. Agency Concerns About the OPM Certyfcate Process

Agencies complained more about the OPM certificate process than any of the other processes we
studied. Five broad complaints which deserve airing surfaced repeatedly, although they were not
voiced by all agencies:

"* The process takes too long.

"* The applicants referred often aren't available.

"* The quality of the applicants referred often isn't very good.

"* It's hard to achieve affirmative employment goals when hiring through this source.

"* The link between recruiting and hiring those who are recruited is tenuous at best, and often
nonexistent, i.e., agencies see little incentive to recruit candidates because they often aren't
able to "reach" them on the certificate later. The recruiting-hiring link is most tenuous when
registers are used, because the recruiting and examining tends to be on an occupational, rather
than specific job, basis.

Although more than half of the 23 agencies cited timeliness of OPM certificates as a problem, 7 said

11 U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, "To Meet the Needs of the Nations: Staffing the U.S. Civil Service and the Public Service of
Canada," January 1992. See the discussions on pp. xii and 23-27.
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that OPM is timely in issuing certificates. As we noted in the text, an OPM staffing study showed
that hiring from "civil service certificates" (including both OPM certificates and certificates issued
by agencies with delegated examining authority) took an average of 86.5 days. That's the longest
time required to fill a position through the methods included in the OPM study, and almost 25
days longer on average than the quickest method OPM included in its study-direct hiring.

It's difficult to say if an average of almost 3 months is "too long," especially since we don't know
the extremes that contribute to that average. Certainly to a manager with a job that needs filling,
it's a long time. But if the wait produces the best possible candidate, and if the process provides a
degree of "transparency" that permits the public, the candidates, and the hiring agency to see that
the competition was open and fair, then arguably 3 months may be a reasonable price to pay to
ensure selections based on merit.

There are several major reasons for the time delays. When agencies receive a certificate, they must
contact the eligibles to determine their interest and availability. This step often causes delays for
several reasons, including the following:

"* Referred candidates often can't be reached at the address OPM had for them (or can't be
reached at all). This is most likely to be a problem when hiring from a register, when the
time between examining applicants and referring candidates for hiring may extend to
months.

"* Available candidates frequently decline interest because they don't like the job location. This
may require sending subsequent queries to candidates lower on the certificate or requesting
another certificate; either step extends the time necessary to identify possible employees.

"* Candidates frequently decline consideration because they are employed (either they were
already employed when they underwent the examination that led to being placed on the
register, or they gained employment during the period between examination and referral)
and don't find the Federal job attractive enough.

"* OPM doesn't collect the form that all applicants must complete before employment. (Called
an SF-171, this form collects both work experience and education histories, information about
the individual's availability, and certain mandatory information about each applicant's
background.) The hiring agency must ask interested candidates for this form.

The net effect is a considerable expenditure of agency time-and delay in the selection process-
waiting for top candidates to reply to queries of availability or to provide necessary forms. And
all too often the result is no response or a negative one.

4. Ways to Improve the OPM Certificate Process

Solutions to the problem of time delays lie with both the applicants and the keepers of the regis-
ters. Applicants need to be realistic in their indications of where they will work, and need to
respond accurately and quickly to agency inquiries or requests for information. Realistic informa-
tion about job location interest could substantially reduce the number of fruitless referrals for at
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least some registers. Further, the offices that maintain registers need to explore ways to improve
register maintenance. While this sounds simple, it isn't. How long to allow names to stay "ac-
tive" on a register, how to ensure that the register contains current information about candidates,
especially current addresses and telephone numbers, and when to purge registers, are questions
that have faced civil service examining offices almost since they began keeping registers. Simi-
larly, there is the question of whether the central examining office should keep each applicant's
application on file, especially since over time applications also becomes outdated and inaccurate.

The issue of applicant quality centers around agencies' observations that OPM's examining offices
are more "generic" in their examining approach than agencies would like; thus the candidates
referred often aren't in the rank order that best fits the agency's specific job. In these agencies'
view, this means that the best candidates often aren't within reach. This concern is reflected in the
following agency quote:

As agencies' positions become more and more specialized, OPM becomes less and less able to ad-
equately recruit and examine for them. Our personnelists are much more knowledgeable about the
skills needed to do the job, and therefore in a much better position to evaluate the applicants for the
job.

That OPM is sensitive to this concern is evident in the introduction of shared examining, and in
the San Francisco Region's effort to give agencies an opportunity to tailor rating schedules to fit
their specific jobs or job settings. Neither of these process improvements has reached its full
potential, however. For example, shared examining isn't a widespread practice among OPM
examining offices. And both shared examining and the San Francisco examining approach re-
quire agencies to commit resources, which they apparently aren't always willing to do.

An OPM San Francisco regional official told us that agencies often decline to provide the informa-
tion needed to tailor a rating schedule to better fit their individual jobs, because it takes too much
agency time. This is a short-sighted view for agencies to take, since committing the necessary staff
resources at the start of the examining process may contribute directly to improving the quality of
the candidates referred. Since nine agencies reported that examining and referral by OPM saves
them considerable workload, which they view as a positive factor, perhaps we should conclude
that agencies don't always have the resources to expend, even when doing so would operate to
their ultimate advantage.

Although OPM's role in examining and referring candidates is almost certainly going to diminish
soon, that agency is still a key player for some jobs as this report was published. As long as OPM
is actively involved, agencies that are actively recruiting candidates should use all of the
flexibilities and opportunities available to them to influence the content of the certificates from
which they must select their new employees.
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